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Hours of Operation
DAISHO CONVENTION
HOURS

REGISTRATION

Kalahari Convention Center
12:00 PM Friday - 4:00 PM Sunday

Thursday: 10:00PM - 12:00AM
Friday: 10:00am - 11:00PM
Saturday: 8:00am - 8:00PM
Sunday: Closed

ACTION ROOM

TABLETOP ROOM

Friday: 5:00PM - 10:00PM
Saturday: 10:00AM - 12:00AM
Sunday: 10:00AM - 2:00PM

Friday: 4:00PM - 2:00AM
Saturday: 10:00AM - 2:00AM
Sunday: 10:00AM - 4:00PM

AR T ROOM

VIDEO GAME ROOM

Friday: 4:00PM - 1:00AM
Saturday: 8:00AM - 1:00AM
Sunday: 9:00AM - 2:00PM

Friday: 4:00PM - 3:00AM
Saturday: 9:00AM - 4:00AM
Sunday: 9:00AM - 3:00PM

Exhibitor Hall

Friday: 12:00PM - 3:00PM

Friday: 4:00PM - 9:00PM
Saturday: 10:00am - 6:00PM
Sunday: 10:00am - 4:00pm

COSPLAY ISLAND

Friday: 3:00PM - 10:00PM
Saturday: 9:00AM - 10:00PM
Sunday: 10:00am - 4:00PM

FESTIVAL

General Info

From Our Con
Directors...
Letter from the Directors
Nerds, Geeks and everyone in between,
Welcome everyone! It's time for Daisho Con 2019! We hope you are ready to hit
the ground running for this fandom-packed, off the hook, event-filled spectacular!
We have worked tirelessly this year to deliver the best geek experience on the
planet and we don't think you are going to be disappointed!
We were so excited to announce the EXPANSION! Check out our layout! Daisho
Con has doubled in size this year. It's a beautiful space and we are proud to be
here. It took hours of decision making, debating and effort to fill the space to the
best of our ability and we are so amped to invite you to it.
New rooms in the convention center gave an innovative new look to our registration, exhibitor hall (previously known as vendor room and artist alley), table top
gaming room and cosplay island. We were able to open up to provide more
panels than ever before. Our video game room leveled up to 3x the size it has
been! We rolled out a renovated volunteer program. We added a new hallway
cosplay contest. Our guest lineup is more packed than ever before. We didn't just
expand our space; we expanded our programming to fill the weekend! EXPLORE
and ENJOY!

It's our hope that you have the very best weekend. Daisho Con is a place for you
to find friends and fun. It has been a pleasure to plan the raddest nerdy party ever.
You are the reason we keep bringing back a (literally) bigger and better Daisho
Con every year. Keep your eyes on us because we are just getting started.
Sincerely,
Missy Honeybee and Paige Haberkorn
Daisho Con Convention Directors

Rules & Policies
General Convention Rules:

* Follow any rules or policies of the specific room or event.
* Follow requests and directions of Daisho con Staff, Kalahari Staff, and Security.
* Do no deface or damage any property or equipment owned by Daisho Con,
any of Daisho Con's affiliates or the Kalahari Resort and Convention Center.
* Do no attempt to ride or mount any of the statues located in the Kalahari Resorts and Convention center.
* Daisho Con, any affliates of Daisho Con and the Kalahari Resort and Convention Center are not responsible for personal items. Unattended and lost items will
be turned over to the proper authorities.
* Appropriate attire is required at all times. If you do not wear appropriate attier
while in the convention center, you may be asked to leave until you change. Inappropriate attire includes but is not limited to: revealing too much skin/parts, use of
profanity or language on clothing, bare feet, or any attire that is hazardous to the
wearer or anyone else attending Daisho Con.
* Every event room has limited space and seating. Seating is not guaranteed
to any person(s). Standing room is allowed only at Daisho Con or Kalahari Staff
Discretion.
* Lining up is permitted no earlier than 30 prior to any event. Documented
disabled persons, staff, on-duty volunteers and Guests of Daisho Con are not
required to stand in line for events.
* Possession or consumption of alcohol is only permitted in designated locations.
* Legal drinking age is Wisconsin is 21 years of age. Anyone under leage age
found drinking/intoxicated will be reported to the Kalahari Resort and Convention
Center as well as the local Police Department.
* Smoking, vaping, and e-cigarettes is only permitted within designated locations
outside the convention center.
* Theft, assualt, drug use and other illegal activities will be prosecuted to the fullest
extent of the law.
* Discrimination and/or harassment of any form will not be tolerated.
* Any attendee under the age of 13 must be supervised by an adult. Under no
circumstances should any attendee under the age of 13 be left with Daisho Con
Staff.
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* Do not hinder or obstruct the flow of traffic within the convention area. If you are
asked to move by Daisho Con staff, Security Staff or Kalahari Staff, you must provide
room for those person(s) or immediately vacate the area.
* Individuals may be asked to remove large or unwiedly bags, props, or other accessories from the convention center.

General Info

General Convention Rules:

Accessibility Rules
At Daisho Con We strive to make our events inclusive and accessible for all of
our attendees. Although we can't remove every barrier at Daisho Con, we will
do our best to provide accommodations within the limitations of the convention
center, financing, and staffing.
DAisho Con is proud to be a safe space for all attendees. Pronoun Ribbons
and access to all gender bathrooms are provided at the convention. We are
dedicated to fostering an environment of acceptance.
The stage in Main Programming has wheelchair access for attendees that wish
to participate in the Cosplay Contese or to get autographs from their favorite
Daisho Con guests.
If you need accommodations for waiting in lines (i.e. difficulty with prolonged
standing, etc.) please ask a Daisho Staff member for assistance or request in
advance at control room.
Main programming will allow for advance seating for our attendees needing
additional time. Please arrive at least 15 minutes early and inform daisho Con
staff. Plan appropriately for popular events as seating may be limited. Advance
Seating does not guarantee admission to all events or special access.
Due to scheduling limitations, advance seating may not be an option outside of
main programming. If you would like seating assistance for events outside of main
programming, you may request in advance at the control room or ask a Daisho
con staff member to assist you.
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Flyer and Sign Policy
* All Flyer or Signs at Daisho Con must first be approved by Daisho Con Staff.
* Do not hang, tape, pin, or secure in any fashion any advertisement to the walls, floors,
rooms, or ceilings of the Kalahari Resort or Convention Center. If flyers are found they
will be immediately removed and the proper authorities will be contacted. If you are
found to be hanging flyers or signs in the Convention Center it will result in revocation of
Membership and confiscation of Membership Badge(s).
* Do not move or obscure other flyers or signs.
Any use of material without possession of copyright is prohibited.
* Any use of Daisho Con property including, but not limited to, logos, mascots or likeness,
is strictly prohibited unless otherwise approved.
* Removed flyers or signs will be discarded at the end of the Convention if not reclaimed.
Daisho Con Staff may remove flyers or signs for any reason of any time.

REcording Devices
Remember that recording of footage on the screens during panels is prohibited. Also please turn off your devices (phones, tablets, laptops, etc.) and put
them away during screening of panel footage. Not doing so interferes with everyone's view quality and causes security to think you are recording the clip.
Daisho Con reserves the right to change or modify any policy or rule at
any time and without notice.
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If you need assistance, wish to report a violation of any of our rules, have
a concern that you feel needs to be addressed, or feel unsafe in any way, please
contact a Security Staff member wearing a black SECURITY vest.
They will be happy to help you. If you cannot find an on-duty Security
Staff member, feel free to speak with any one of our Daisho Con Staff members, as
they will help locate a security officer for you. In addition, the main security office is
located in the Control Room and is open to the entire convention.

General Info

Convention Security

Harassment Policy
Daisho Con is dedicated to providing a harassment-free convention experience for everyone regardless of gender, gender identity and expression, sexual orientation, disability, physical appearance, body size, race, age or religion. We do not
tolerate harassment of any convention participants in any form. Sexual language and
imagery is not appropriate for the convention venue. Convention participants violating
these rules may be sanctioned or expelled from the convention at the discretion of the
convention organizers.
Daisho Con is a safe place. A safe place is where anyone can relax and be
fully self-expressed without fear of being made to feel uncomfortable, unwelcome, or
unsafe on account of biological sex, race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender identity
or expression, cultural background, age, or physical or mental ability; a place where
policies guard each person's self-respect and dignity. Daisho Con strongly
encourages everyone to respect others and follow the Convention Rules.
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Prop Check
Daisho Con Prop Policy: Failure to comply with any of the following policies will result in
revocation of Membership Badge and confiscation of Membership Badge
As you enter the convention space, please report to the Prop Check Table to have
your props inspected, approved and marked by a Security Staff member.
The following items are not permitted in the Convention Center under any circumstance:
* Real weapons, functioning or non-functioning
* Chemical weapons, biological weapons, and/or explosives
* Peace bonded, glued, or zip-tied swords and/or knives
* Live steel or metal armor, plating, and/or shields
* Solid or heavy clubs, bats, or metal pipes
* Large or unwieldy props, unless they can be folded down or disassembled to walk
through the con space
* Laser pointers and/or air horns
* Silly string, glitter, confetti, or any other substantially messy substance
* Ammunition of any kind. Ammunition includes but is not limited to: liquids, bullets, airsoft
pellets, BBs, arrows, Nerf darts, rubber bands, and foam pellets.
* Any wheeled item intended for mobility purposes unless the person(s) is an Accessibility
Member.
Any sword purchased in the Exhibitor Hall must be immediately removed from
the Convention Space.
Any prop firearm must be marked with an orange tip around the barrel and
cannot have a magazine. Convention attendees attending the Nerf Battle may have
an empty magazine, darts will be provided.
Please see a security member at the Prop Desk, located outside of Control
Room, to check your prop.
Any Daisho Con Staff member is permitted to inspect any prop for any reason.
If a member of Daisho Con Staff requests to inspect a prop, you must voluntarily relinquish the prop to the Staff member. If you do not relinquish the prop for inspection you
must remove the prop from the Convention Center. If a prop is previously approved, you
can still be requested to remove the prop from the Convention Center.
If necessary, the Daisho Con Staff member may contact a Security Staff member
and escort you to the Control Room. The Security Staff member will then inspect the
prop and decide if it is permissible in the Convention Center.
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Hours of Operation

THURSDAY: 10:00PM - 12:00AM
FRIDAY: 10:00AM - 11:00PM
SATURDAY: 8:00AM - 8:00PM
SUNDAY: Closed

General Info

Registration

Please have your ID and payment method ready. We take VISA, Mastercard,
Discover Card and American Express.
Please remember that pre-registration will require a photo ID or copy of your
confirmation email to retrieve your badge.

Lost Badge Policy
Daisho Con Badges are Daisho Con's property. Badges may not be
used by any person(s) other than the original holder. They are non-transferable
and non-refundable. They are not to be resold or copied. Daisho Con reserves
the right to edit any profane or offensive nicknames recorded on Badges.
Badges must be surrendered to Daisho Con Staff members upon request.
Any violators will have their badges revoked and may be asked to leave the
Convention Center. If you lose your badge during the course of the weekend,
please consult Lost and Found located in Control Room. Daisho Con is not
responsible for lost badges and a replacement badge will cost full price. We
apologize for any inconvenience. Please keep track of your badge! We recommend writing a phone number on the back of the badge so we can call you if it's
turned in.
Mailed pre-registration Badges cannot be reissued or refunded if not
brought to the convention. In this case, a new Badge can be purchased.
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General Info

Volunteers
Welcome to the Volunteer Department at Daisho Con! Our volunteers are
attendees who give their time to assist Daisho Con Staff members and Security Staff
members, and help to keep the convention running smoothly.

Volunteer Qualifications:

Attendees must be 15 years of age or older. Those under 18 years of age will need
to fill out a Parental Consent form.
Attendees wishing to Volunteer must already have a Daisho Con membership badge.
Attendees will need to have a responsible and friendly attitude throughout their shifts,
and fulfill all Volunteer duties as outlined by Daisho Con's Volunteer Department.

Volunteer Jobs & Perks:

We're shaking things up when it comes to volunteering at Daisho Con! Here's a list of
new perks when you volunteer!
* 4 Hours - Get some Daisho Swag
* 8, 12 & 16 hours - Choose from movies, anime, manga books, gift cards, posters
and more!
* 20+ hours - One Entry into the console Giveaway to win an Xbox One, Playstation
4, or a nintendo Switch!
* 24+ hours - Entered into Kalahari Hut Room Giveaway for Daisho con next year!
Vounteers will assist with:
* Room Badging
* Registration Check-In
* Messenger Duties/Runner
* On-Call Duties
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Your possessions are first and foremost your responsibility. However,
we at Daisho Con understand that sometimes things just get lost, forgotten, or
misplaced. The Lost & Found is one of the services provided to help you have a
great convention experience.

General Info

Lost & Found
Q: If I find a lost item, where should I bring it?
a: to Control Room, also known as Empress. We will document it and store it away
safely so the owner can get it later. Ensuring items are returned to their true owners is
a top priority for us.
Q: If I've lost an item, where should I check to see if it's been found?
A: to Control Room! Ask a Daisho Con Staff member in charge of the room and they’ll
see if your item has been found. At the very least we’ll take down your information to
contact you if the item is found.
Q: Who can pick up a lost item for me?
A: Only the owner of an item may claim it. We apologize for any inconvenience but
it’s the best way to make sure the item makes it safely to the owner.
Q: Is there anything I can do to help facilitate things if I've lost my badge?
A: You bet! Put your phone number on the back and we’ll call you when it’s been
turned in. If you’ve lost your badge and it hasn’t been turned in please see the Lost
Badge Policy!
Q: How do I reclaim an item I've lost from Control Room?
A: We expect you to describe the item. If its a phone know the brand, color, case,
etc.. and be able to unlock the lock screen. The description aspect holds true for
any lost item you wish to claim. Making sure items make it back to their true owner is a
top priority for us.
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General Info

Q: Can I check to see if my item has been found after I've left and returned home?
A: Of course! We keep everything in our lost and found for at least 60 days. So
if it turns out we found your item, you can contact us to see about working out a
solution to have it returned to you.
Q: Is Control Room the only place I can go to find my lost items?
A: Within the convention space yes. The Kalahari Resort also has a Lost and
Found so if you think your item may have been lost in the resort, not the convention
space, the main desk in the resort lobby would be the best place to check.

Things To Consider

If you have an option on your phone to insert text on the lock screen, use it to display
your name, address, and a contact number of someone in your group (this can also be
done by taking a photo of the information and setting it as your lock screen). Or add
them to your Emergency Contacts so even while locked out of the phone, someone
can call your group and let you know the item has been turned in.
Keep your contact information on a business card-sized piece of paper in your wallet.
If your wallet is turned in we may check for a contact card in order to return it to you.
Keep it as updated as possible.
DO NOT keep your Social Security Card in your wallet, as that number is extremely
sensitive and could give a thief unbridled access to your personal information.
Write your name and phone number on your belongings, or have it easily visible or
accessible on your items and difficult to remove.
If you are cosplaying and can't put your items on your person, have a trusted friend
hold onto them so you can cosplay and have peace of mind that your items are safe
with your friend.
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @ChrisWehkamp
FACEBOOK: Christopher Wehkamp Voice Actor

Christopher Wehkamp
Christopher Wehkamp brings character to life in anime and video games for studios like
funimation entertainment, sentai filmworks, hi-rez studios, big fish games and more. His
popular anime roles inclue Shouta ‘eraserhead’ Aizawa (My Hero academia), Susumu
Koadi (Star Blazers: Space Battleship Yamato 2199), Miles Edgeworth (Ace Attorney),
Phil (attack on Titatn), Alexis Leskinen (Steins;Gate 0), Solid Silva (Black Clover), Master
(Kakuriyo: Bed & Breakfast for Spirits), Kiri Putin (Chronos Ruler), Prince Bruno Glanzreich
(The Royal Tutor), Skizan (ALL OUT!), Tenka Kumo (Laughing Under the Clouds), Zed
O’Brien (Blood Blackade Battlefront and Beyond), Inazuma (One Piece), Ren (Fairy tail),
Domoto (Psycho Pass) and Tatara and Inspector Arima (Tokyo Ghoul).
As for Video Games, in September 2018 he appeared in Hi-Rex Studios popular multiplayer battle arena video game Smite in the role of Cutting Edge Ullr. Christopher also
starred in Big Fish Games 2017 hidden-object video game Chimeras: Blinding Love as
Julien and The Hunchback.
The same month he also launched The Dungeon Booth, a podcast of popular voice
actors from anime, video games and cartoons playing Dungeons and Dragons. Christopher, along with his cast, will be recording a game in front of a live audience at a
soon-to-be announced convention appearance in 2019.
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @LeeandLie
INSTAGRAM: @leeandlie

Amalee

Amanda Lee is a voice actress and vocalist, best known to her viewers as AmaLee or
LeeandLie on Youtube, where she gained over 1.4 million subscribers and half a billion
views for her english covers of popular anime and video-game songs. In 2017, her
debut cover album Nostalgia charted #6 on Billboard Heatseekers Albums and #27 on
Billboard Independent Albums. She has slo worked on official anime and video-game
soundtracks, including the insert song Parabellum and Glassy Sky:Re for Toyko Ghoul:Re’s
official soundtrack, the opening theme for Umineko When They Cry:Gold Edition, and recently collaborated on a song with League of Legends to promote their 2019 season.
In addition to her music, under the name Amanda Lee for her voice acting credits, she
can be heard in anime titles such as Zombie Land Saga as Junko, Cardcaptor Sakura:
Clear Card as Akiho Shinomoto, Overlord II as Crusch Lulu, Grimoire of Zero as Zero, Hinamatsuri as Anzu, Magical Girl Raising Project as Nemurin, A Certain Magical Index III as
Itsuwa, UQ Holder! as Kirie, Endro! as Yusha, and One Piece as Queen Otohime, among
many others. She can also be herad in video-game titles such as Dragon Ball:Xenoverse
2, Crystalline, Yandere Simulator, Love Esquire, and The Letter.
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @briannanoellek
INSTAGRAM: @briannaknickerbocker

Brianna Knickerbocker
Brianna voices Rin in the cult classic remake of Catherine Full Body. Other credits include
Wiz in Konosuba, the adorable Filo in the popular anime The Rising of the Sheild Hero,
Shenhua in Shenmue III and she reprised her role as Rem in Isekai Quartet. She is known
for voicing the one and only waifu of waifus: Rem, in the English dub for the lengadry
anime Re:ZERO. In 2016, BTVA awarded her with breakthrough voice actress of the
year (editor's pick + people's choice). Other well-known roles include: Elaine (Seven
Deadly Sins), Skaura, Ninian, Charlotte and Est (Fire Emblem video games Fates, Echoes,
Heroes, Warriors), Dana (Ys VIII: Lacrimosa of Dana) and Princess Rosa Cosette D'elise
in the AAA game, Ace Combat 7, Clair in God Eater 3 and Rita in the anime feature
film Mobile Suit Gundamn Narrative. Brianna loves singing as well and recently covered
Rem's song Wishing, out now on spotify, iTunes and other streaming platforms. She is also
an all-around horror addict and currently producing her own horror short!
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @Cowbuttcrunchies
INSTAGRAM: @cowbuttcrunchies

Cowbutt Crunchies
Cowbutt Crunchies Cosplay is an award winning cosplay couple who specializes in a
wide range of techniques to create costumes that are both intricately detailed and
impossibly over the top. Their ever-growing skill set includes advanced needlework,
extreme wigwork, detailed armor, makeup effects, moldmaking, lighting, and animatronics. Most of their intricate outfits combine multiple skill sets, and they heavily focus on
fan-inspired couture designs in order to showcase these large, detailed projects.
With over fifteen years of experience, their primary focus is on learning and creativity.
They strongly believe in giving back to the cosplay community, and regularly create
free-access tutorials and guides to help others learn new skills. As part of their community involvement they donate any cosplay-related profits to charity organizations and
cat rescues primarily through their website Cosplayers for Cats.
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @FlorkofCows
FACEBOOK: Flork of Cows Official

Flork of Cows
Flork of Cows! is a comic about sock puppets made in MS Paint!

Check out their facebook page for daily comics at www.facebook.com/florkofcowsofficial
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @kaylimills
INSTAGRAM: @KayliMills

Kayli Mills

Kayli grew up in multiple towns in the LP of Michigan. As a child, she was frequently relocated but in middle school, she found comfort and friendship in creating song covers,
writing and voice acting online. After years of chasing her dream, you can hear her as
colorful cast of characters including Alice (Sword Art Online), Emilia (Re:ZERO), Runa
(Kakegurui), Piyon (HunterXHunter), Fiore (Fate/Apocrypha) and many more!
A self-proclaimed "filthy casual”, she enjoys playing a variety of games to destress including Animal crossing, Pokemon, The Sims and the occasional match of Smash.
You can also hear her as Riley Miller (Valkyria Chronicles 4), Shina Ninomiya (Death End
Re:Quest), Thea (Fire Emblem Heroes), and a handful of cards (Shadowverse) and many
more!
Beyond being a voice actor, Kayli is also a professional writer, lyricist, and
singer with a certification in audio engineering and a Youtube channel with a following
for her cover songs. She enjoys being active in many ways and loves going on adventures. She's also a huge foodie and could talk to you for hours about how to perfectly
construct a gourmet donut! She has sung and appeared in a music video for a single
released by J-Pop singer Yun*Chi. She is also a part of the virtual idol group Interlunium,
an 11 member group that releases original music and story! She even designed her own
character, akira!
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @MarthaHarms
INSTAGRAM: @MarthaHarms

Martha Harms

Martha Harms is a voice, commercial, and stage actor most widely known as the voice
of maya in gearbox softwares borderlands franchise. Other video games include the
walking dead: survival instinct, Earth Defense Force 5, Smite, Paladins, Dungeon Boss,
and motion capture work in id Software's Doom.
Harms has joined the pokemon tv series and films, playing recurring roles such as Officer
Jenny and a spunky little waterbug named Dewpider in pokemon: Ultra Sun & Moon.
Other favorite anime roles include trained killer/professor Irina Jelavic in Assassination
classroom, Yomikawa in A Certain Scientific Railgun, Scorpio in Fairytail, Kiwi in One
Piece, Kazama in Wanna Be the Strongest in the World, Ranmaru Rindo in Good Luck,
Girl! and the two-faced villain Baron Ashura in the Mazinger Z: Infinity movie. Harms was
born and raised in Milwaukee, wisconsin and has a BFA from Southern Methodist University. She now lives in New York City.
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @18moptop

Megan Shipman

Megan Shipman has been working professionally for Funimation Entertainment by providing voice over talent for many different projects and shows for the last 6 years. She
has voiced characters like Mayuri Shiina "Steins;Gate 0”, Yuzu Aihara from "Citrus”, Aoba
Suzukaze from "New Game!”, Caimie from "One Piece”, Aries Spring from "Astra Lost in
Space”, Mare Bello Fiore from "Overlord”, Snow White from "Magical Girl Raising Project”, Chibi from "Kakuriyo: Bed and Breakfast for Spirits”, Grey from "Black Clover”, Rikou
Takitsubo from "A certain Scientific railgun 5”, Mio Shimazu from "Yu-No: a Girl who chants
love at the bound of this world”, Yuzuru Yamai from "Date-a-Live”, IF from hyperdimension
Neptunia: The animation”, Shimakaze from "Kantai Collection”, acssidy from "Dimension
W”, Arisa Meigo from "A certain Magical Index: The miracle of Endymion”, Hibari from
"Senran Kagura” and Corriente from "Show by Rock!!”. In addition to these characters,
she's also been featured in shows like Fairy Tail, Snow White with the Red Hair, Seraph of
the End, Kamisama Kiss and High School DxD Born. You can find her on Twitter where she
posts a lot of gifs from shows that she is currently watching, and pictures of any cosplay
she is currently wearing.
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @mrcreepypasta0
YOUTUBE: www.youtube.com/creepypasta

Mr. Creepy Pasta

Creepy Pasta is the new urban legend. These stories of terror and dread spring from the
minds of many talented people around the internet and are compiled into free to listen
audiobooks by one specific voice. Mrcreepypasta, horror storytelling podcast and youtuber, is a well known voice for such famous horror stories such as Jeff the Killer, Tales for
the Gas Station and Borrasca. He started 8 years ago and over that time has become
a staple in the youtube community and horror genre with over 1.2 million subscribers.
Mrcreepypasta has produced 2 creepy pasta collection anthologies that have broken
the top 50 horror anthologies on amazon and the creepypasta comic book.
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @phil_Mizuno
INSTAGRAM: @philmizuno

Phil Mizuno
Phil Mizuno is a canadian cosplayer who followed his heart, and is pursuing his passion
of cosplay to help inspire others. He has been cosplaying for 4 years, and he creates
his beautiful costumes in Toronto, Ontario (Canada).
Throughout 2018-2019, he has had the privilege to be a cosplay guest at over 50
different conventions, which include Canada, USA, middle East, Asia, Mexico, Latin America, South america and Europe.
He has been a judge for the most renowned cosplay competitions in the world, which
include WCS, CWM, ECC, ECG, and Yamato Cup.
Phil's ultimate goal with cosplay is to make people experience the same amazing feeling
that he had when he first started cosplaying.
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @Summersett_
FACEBOOK: Patricia Summersett
INSTAGRAM: @summersett_

Patricia Summersett

Canadian American actor Patricia Summersett works in tv, film, theatre, video games and music. She recentlybecame the voice of Princess Zelda in Nintendo's The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, making her the
first official voice of Zelda in the game's 30 year franchise. The launch title for the nintendo switch, "breath of
the wild” was awarded "game of the year” in Japan, the UK, and the US.
No stranger to AAA games Patricia has provided full performances for two assassins in Ubisoft's Assassin's creed franchise (hope jensen - AC Rogue/Galina Voronina - AC Syndicate) as well as for Ash in the
popular pro league esports title rainbow six: siege, which now has over 35 million players. Other select titles
include: blade 2: the return of evil by Kakao/action square, For Honor and Far Cry: Primal for Ubisoft; Deus
Es: Mainkind Divided for Eidos, Suikoden Tierkreis for Konami, CardCaptor Sakura for Funimation, VR game
Lucky Night: Texas Hold'em by Tencent, and the new indie RPG Omensight by Spearhead Games.
Patricia has appeared in notable films such as Darron Aronofsky's Mother! and Wiebko Von Carolsfeld's indie
hit The Saver and was the onset puppeteer/voice of Smurfette, Vexy and Clumsy during the making of Sony's
Smurf's II opposite Hank Azaria and Neil Patrick Harris. She's worked on several TV shows including SyFy's Helix
by Ron Moore, Emma (BBC), The Bold Type (Freeform/ABC), and Bellevue staring Anna Paquin (CBC).
Patricia is a theater graduate of the Classical Acting program from RCSSD in London and has been
nominated for three META/MECCA (Montreal English Theatre/Crictis Circle Awards) for her stage work. She
is currently recording a second album with her six-piece folk fusion band due out Winter 2019. Patricia is
based in both Montreal and LA.
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @sonicmega
INSTAGRAM: @seanchiplock

Sean Chiplock

Sean Chiplock is a professional voiceover artist who has been quickly moving his way
further into the industry, voicing in projects across the board from video games, to anime,
to name-brand commercials and even products from Disney/pixar and nintendo. Some
of his recent roles include Revali, Teba, and the Great Deku Tree in "The Legend of
Zelda: Breath of the wild”, Rean Schwarzer in "Legend of Heroes: Trails of cold steel”
series of games, Navarre from Sin Megami Tensei IV: Apocalypse, spade/Dall in Freedom
Planet 2, and Rash the Battletoad in Killer Instinct, with many more TBA roles moving
through the pipeline.
Sean's intense energy and devotion to his performances stems from his equally vibrant
personality, and he enjoys talking to anyone about basically anything, whether it's providing insight into his progress as an actor or sharing slice-of-life moments from his more
interesting real-life adventures. A gamer at heart, he issues a calm by stern challenge to
any would-be smash bros. enthusiats; as the #1 mega man in the west coast - top 3 in
the USA - he guarantees any willing rivals a hard battle to overcome.
When not tackling his freelance work, he often enjoys writing parody skits and songs
based on his favorite games; several have been based off the popular indie game
"undertale”, including songs such as "Papyrus Makes a Mixtape” and "What's Bonin' On”.
He currently resides in sunny california, battling traffic almost as often as he battles his
animated rivals.
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Special Guests
TWITTEr: @Davetrosko

Dave Trosko

Dave is a texan voice actor and director. Dave has been working almost exclusively with
Funimation since 2004, having been features in over 150 anime titles in his career. He's
most known for his work in Hetalia as Spain, Yuri!! On Ice as Georgi Popovich, My Hero
Academia as Present Mic, Black Clover as Gauche, Tokyo Ghoul as Furuta, and Seraph
of the End as Guren Ichinose.
Dave's first directorial credits include All Out!!, Seven Mortal Sins, Anime Gataris, and the
comedy that's got heads turning "My First Girlfriend is a Gal”. He's also assisted directed
in several other shows including the ultra popular Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid and
Morose Mononokean.
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @savannaha_art
FACEBOOK: savannah Alexandra Art
INSTAGRAM: @savannahalexandraart

Savannah Alexandra
Savannah Alexandra is a professional character designer and illustrator. She has worked
with Mattel, Cartoon Network, Nickelodeon, and is currently a Character Designer
on the Emmy-award winning show Archer. She is also the creator of her own story, the
Puppettes. She loves coming up with new worlds and concepts regularly, and aspires
to create uplifting and encouraging content that is cute, sassy, and positive. When she
is not doing art, she spends her free time looking into 1930s - 1950s fashion, thrifting,
antiquing, and learning way too much about dogs so she can become a walking encyclopedia of dog facts.
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Special Guests
TWITTEr: @aaron_dismuke

Aaron Dismuke

Aaron Dismuke is an american voice actor, adaptive writer and director who works
primarily with funimation entertainment. He got his start voice acting at age 9, as Hiro
Sohma in Fruits Basket, moving on to voice Alphonse Elric in Fullmetal Alchemist by age
12. Since then, he's voiced various roles including Leonardo Watch in Blood Blockade
Battlefront, Van Fanel in Escaflowne (2016 version), Oscar in RWBY, Reinhard in Legend
of the Galactic Heroes, Yo Takami in Deadman Wonderland, Twelve in Terror in Residence, Arslan in the Heroic Legend of Arslan, and Lucifer in Devil is a Part Timer. He's part
of the ADR writing teams that adapted scripts for Fairy Tail, Nanbaka, Tokyo Ghoul, and
Full Metal Panic! Invisible Victory.
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @severelylindsay
INSTAGRAM: @lindsayseidel

Lindsay Seidel
Lindsay Seidel began her professional acting career at the age of 10 when she was
hired to be the voice of textbooks used to teach Japanese children English. In the years
since then, her voice has been heard on television, radio, video games, and over 100
anime shows with Funimation. Her work in voice over was recognized by Behind the Voice
Actors, who named her "Voice Actress of the Year” in 2015. Lindsay is known for voicing a diverse range of anime characters in various shows including My Hero Acadmia
(Nejire), Assassination classroom (Nagisa), Fairy tail (Romeo and Angel), Tokyo Ghoul
(Eto), Steins;Gate (Ruka), One Piece (Boa Sandersonia), and many more! She also
voices characters in several popular video games including Smite (Neith) and Paladins
(Cassie).
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @riccofajardo
INSTAGRAM: @riccofajardo

Ricco Fajardo

Ricco Fajardo is an actor whose performances have been seen in many ways. On
stage, film, commericals, voice-over, animation, motion capture - if it involves the body
and voice, he's done it. Known locally in dallas for his indie film work, abroad folks know
him best for his roles in anime and video games. Most recent credits include the likes of
the short and spunky sumo wrestler Ushio in "Hinomaru Ushio”, the enigmatic Kotaro in
"Zombieland Saga”, and the loveable Mirio in "My Hero Academia”. An avid gamer and
watcher of anime movies, Ricco loves being physically active and cats. He is from San
Jose, California and lives in Dallas.
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @BrittanyLaudaVO

Brittany Lauda
Brittany Lauda is a TX/NY voice actress and ADR director who is best known for playing Ichigo in DARLIN
in the FRANXX, Yuzuriha in Dr. Stone, Riko in Made in Abyss, Mai in Nichijou, cow Girl in Goblin Slayer, Lessar
in A Certain Magical Index, Kenya in That Time I Got Reincarnated as A Slime, Audrey Belrose in Huniepop/
Huniecam, osana Najimi in Yandere Simulator, Miza Kuzakari in Tokyo Ghoul:Re, Kaoru Daichi in Ladies versus
Butlers, and Mirim in Queen's Blade (to name a few!). You can also catch her voice in Pokemon XY, Hasbro
apps and games like My Little pony, Transformers, Aphmau animations as Cathy and various video games
like Battlerite, Smite, Heroes Arena and Minotaur. other anime credits of hers includ Hina Logic, My Girlfriend is
a Shobitch, Double Decker: Doug and Kirill, Wise Man's Grandchild, Attack on Titan, Dies Irae, Seven Mortal
Sins, Juden-Chan: Recharged, Rio: Rainbow Gate, My First Girlfriend is a Gal, World War Blue, Fairy Tail,
Gosick, Kin's Game, Blood Blockade Battlefront, Senran Kagura 2: Sinovi Master, Citrus, Overlord, Hanebado, deathmarch to the Parallel World Rhapsody, Morose Mononokean, Concrete Revolution, Basilisk: The
Ouka Ninja Scrolls and more.
She co-owns Kocha Sound where she does directing and casting for titles like YIIK: A Postmodern RPG and
Minotaur as well as anime series like Ai No Kusabi, Ladies versus Butlers, Juden-Chan: Recharged and World
War Blue. She acts as Head ADR Director over at Media Blasters and has worked on titles at Funimation
as a director/AD such as Hensuki: Would you fall in love with a pervert, as long as he's cute?, Legend of
Galactic Heroes: Die Neue These, Angels of Death, The Morose Mononokean (seasons 1 and 2), Million
Arthur (seasons 1 and 2), Dies Irae, Chio's School Road, That Time I got Reincarnated As A Slime, Alice and
Zoroku and New Game!
Outside of voice over and directing, Brittany enjoys playing with her Shiba Inu, Raven, playing video games,
trying not to play more World of Warcraft, bronzing it up in League of Legends, squeeing at how cute Gon
and Killua are in HunterXHunter and telling herself she does not need shonen husbandos like Hisoka, Inosuke
and Kurama.
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Special Guests

Matt Shipman

Matt Shipman is a Texas and New York based Voice Actor, ADR Writer, ADR Engineer,
and all around nerd-guy. He is best known for voicing Hiro in DARLING in the FRANXX,
Inasa in My Hero Academia, Floch in Attack on Titan, and Shay in Yu-Gi-Oh! ARC-V.
Additionally, he can be heard in Dr. Stone as Chrome, GOSICK as Kazuya Kujo, Arifureta: From Commonplace to World’s Strongest as Hajime, One Piece as Cavendish,
Juni Taisen as Snake, Kakuriyo: Bed and Breakfast for Spirits as Byakuya, Legend of the
Galactic Heroes: Die Neue These as Julian Mintz, Ai no Kusabi as Norris, World War Blue
as Gear, Tokyo Ghoul:re as Yusa Arima, Goblin Slayer as Greenhorn Warrior, Touken Ranbu: Hanamaru as Higekiri and many other anime. Matt writes scripts for Funimation (New
Game!!, A Sister’s All You Need., KARAKAI JOZU NO TAKAGI-SAN) and Media Blasters
(Juden-Chan, Ai no Kusabi) and works as assistant director for Media Blasters titles. He
also co-owns Kocha Sound alongside Brittany Lauda. Matt plays Street Fighter, loves
the Zero Escape and Persona series, watches seasonal anime, plays card games, and
loves to talk about all things nerdy.
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Special Guests

Dream Wars
Saturday 10:00pm - 4:00am
Main Programming
Who's ready to move to the beat of the best convention rave in the Midwest?
Daisho Con's Dream Wars is back and here to stay! For one night only we will be bringing you talent that's out of this world. Featuring our otherworldly stage and breathtaking design, this scene is something you don't want to miss. So grab a friend, or twenty
more, and rave the night away at Daisho Con's Dream Wars! We'll be there enjoying
the party, will you?
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @DjJoMusic
OFFICIAL WEBSITE: www.dj-jo.com

DJ Jo
Residing in Florida, dj-Jo has made his mark on the YouTube community with his hard hitting, melody driven arrangements of popular anime and video game franchises such as
Attack on Titan, Tokyo Ghoul, the Legend of Zelda & Undertale. Utilizing his unique live
setup, dj-jo not only showcases his musicianship but also his distinct music taste. Blending
aspects of heavy electronic music into a variety of Anime, VGM and EDM soundtracks,
this EDM performer strives to bring something different to the table with his love and
experience for music. So no matter what size the crowd is, dj-Jo will definitely be dancing
along with you.
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Special Guests

TWITTER: @BloodCode
INSTAGRAM: @bloodcode

Blood Code
Embark on a vibrant, candy-plucked adventure through hyper-pop cyberspace with
Blood Code, an electronic artist that bridges the gaps between traditional video game
music, kawaii culture, and modern EDM. With several hit tracks featured on netlabels
and blogs like Nest HQ, Attack The Music, and EarMilk. He quickly developed a strong
presence in the electronic music scene with his cute, yet heavy brand of music and
style. Blood Code strives to pioneer his sound and engages his audience with positivity,
empowering support, and creativity in this new and thriving musical landscape. You won't
want to miss a second of Blood Code's bubbly delightful and high-energy performance!
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Special Guests
TWITTER: @peteellison
OFFICIAL WEBSITE: www.peteellison.com

DJ Pete Ellison
Perhaps best known as the man behind cult-favorite hi-nrg dance music project Disko
Warp, Pete Ellison's songs have been featured in game series like Dance Dance Revolution, Pump It Up & Osu! His songwriting & production credits include Smile.dk's "Doki Doki”
and the soundtrack (and art!) for the Nintendo Switch game "#Breakforcist Battle”. As a
DJ he's been a guest at over 50 anime conventions across North America, supported
Hatsune Miku's "Miku Expo” in Seattle, and played popular club nights like "JKPOP” and
"sPLURt!”. Not known for limiting himself to one genre, expect an absolutely wild DJ set like
no other!
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FACEBOOK: Bad Corey
SOUNDCLOUD soundcloud.com/bad-corey

BadCorey
Bad Corey is a fanatic of the harder sounds, finding an interest in fast-paced
dance music in the early 2000's. He has become a staple in the Midwestern hard
dance scene, always bringing hard-hitting beats and a high-energy experience
wherever he goes. Never content with sticking to one sound, he is known for always
bringing something unique and exciting to every single set. He is a gaining force
in the American hardcore scene, and heads up Choppin Proper Records alongside longtime production partner Evolutionize. Bad Corey is dedicated to bringing
the most energetic, uplifting, and pulse-pounding tunes from all over the globe to
the dancefloor. You can expect many things when Bad Corey takes the stage, but
never expect to be bored, so bring your stomping shoes and get ready to sweat.
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** Autographs are not guaranteed for all Daisho Con Attendees.
** Attendees may not line up for autograph sessions more than
30 minutes prior to the ** start of the autograph session.
** Daisho Con Staff may end the line prematurely, at their discretion.
** Attendees are limited to one item for signing per each guest
unless otherwise stated.
** Some guests may have items for sale to autograph along with
the one item per attendee.
** Photographs are allowed at the discretion of the guest and
Daisho Con Staff.
** Selfies with guests are allowed with the guests approval.
** Attendees are prohibited from going behind the signing table or having the guest move in front of the signing table.
** Harassment or heckling of any Guest of Daisho Con is not
permitted and will result in immediate revocation of Membership
Badge(s) and potential ban from the convention.

Special Guests

Autograph Policy
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Cosplay Info

Cosplay Island
Room Hours:
Friday - 3:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Saturday - 9:00 AM - 10:00 PM
Sunday - 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM

Friday Photoshoots:
Assassination Classroom - 4pm
Attack on Titan - 4:30PM
Dangan Ronpa - 5PM
FullMetal Alchemist - 5:30PM
Overwatch - 6PM
Sword Art Online - 6:30PM
Naruto/Boruto - 7PM
BREAK - 7:30PM
Sailor Moon - 8PM
JoJo's Bizarre Adventure - 8:30PM
Fruits Basket - 9PM
Voltron - 9:30PM

Saturday Photshoots:
One Piece - 10AM
Demon Slayer - 10:30AM
Nintendo - 11AM
Studio Ghibli - 11:30AM
Marvel/DC - 12PM - 12:30PM
BREAK - 12:30PM
RWBY - 1:00PM
Pokemon - 1:30PM
DragonBallZ - 2:00PM
My Hero Academia - 2:30PM
BREAK - 3:30PM
Disney - 4PM
Legend of Zelda - 4:30PM
League of Legends - 5PM
Seven Deadly Sins - 5:30PM

Sunday Photoshoots:
Black Butler - 10AM
YouTubers - 10:30AM
Steven Universe - 11AM
Tokyo Ghoul - 11:30AM
Kingdom Hearts - 12PM
Harry Potter - 12:30PM
BREAK - 1PM
Lore Olympus - 1:30PM
Soul Eater - 2PM
Fairy Tail - 2:30PM
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Saturday 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Main Programming
Join us for the Daisho Con Cosplay Contest! Strut your stuff on stage,
make people laugh, cry, or enjoy themselves as they watch you strike a pose or
deliver your lines flawlessly. This year along with trophies going to the 1st Place”
and "Best” Winners, we'll have some fabulous prizes to give away as well. Join us
and take home one of our prized awards! So power up, put your guns on, level
up, meditate, cast a spell, or a curse, read a book, summon a hero, draw your
weapon, aim for the heavens, whatever you do, believe in the convention that
believes in you: Daisho Con!

Cosplay Info

Cosplay Contest

Registration
Friday - 4:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Saturday 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Pre-Judging
Saturday - 8:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Meet in the Cosplay Pre-Judging Room Located in Panel Room 9
at your alloted time on Saturday.
Cosplay Contest
Saturday - 6:00PM - 8:00 PM
Meet in the Green Room (Panel Rooms 1-3) from 5:15 PM - 5:30 PM
to get lined up and checked in on Saturday.
The Daisho Con Cosplay Contest will be held in Main Programming
from 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM on Saturday! If you want to participate in the
contest or attend it, please read the following rules so that you are
prepared! Hope to see you there!
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Cosplay Info

Cosplay Contest

Cosplay Registration

** On-site registration will be open from 4:00 PM - 8:00 PM Friday and 8:00
AM - 12:00 PM on Saturday in Cosplay Island.
** All contestants (individual and group) that are entering the Cosplay Contest must be present to complete registration forms. Group members will not be
allowed to save spots for absent group members; all group members must be
present at the time of registration. This gives all cosplayers equal opportunity
to register.

Costume Rules

** Costumes must be appropriate for public settings.
Your costume must conform to any active regulations enforced by either Daisho Con
Staff or Hotel Security.
** You are required to make/modify at least 50% of your costume (main cosplay and
accessories); no more than half of your costume is to be store bought. If your costume
is over 50% store bought you will not be eligible to win prizes.
>> As always it is up to the judges discretion but a portion of the
main part of the main cosplay (pants, shirt, dresses, vests, unitards, fur
suits, etc.) must be either made from scratch or modified other than
adjusting the fit.
>> Modifications can include bleaching, dying, adding pockets,
embroidery, adding corset backs to dresses, etc. Inadequate modification include hemming and cut-offs.
>> As well as the main cosplay, a portion of the accessories (including weapons/props, jewelry, bags, belts, shoes, glasses or contacts,
wigs, complex makeup, etc.) must be either made from scratch or
modified other than adjusting the fit.
>> Modifications can include changing the color of bags by dying
or bleaching, adding material to shoes, to create boots, dying or
bleaching shoes, adding items to belts or armbraces, bleaching,
dying, combining, weaving, or otherwise complex styling of wigs.
Inadequate modifications include adjusting the length of jewelry,
adding belt holes, styling a wig simply, etc.
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>> Please keep in mind that the stage is raised. If your costume
is clumsy or hard to walk in, we will have staff present to help you
up and down the stairs/ramp. If this is still not enough please
notify staff if you need extra assistance. We will organize a
different way for you to present your costume.

Cosplay Info

Cosplay Contest

Prop Rules

Your prop must conform to any active regulations enforced by either Daisho Con
Staff or Hotel Security.
>> No Live Steel (Metal weapons of any kind, especially sharp
ones).
>> No real firearms, realistic facsimile firearms, or strung bows.
>> You must be able to safely carry your prop around the convention space without risk of any kind of injury to you or others.
This is doubly enforced when it comes to walking on stage.
>> If you are unsure of your prop, go to the Prop Check Desk
and request a Daisho Con Security member to clear or veto the
prop.

Contest Entries

You will enter as an Individual Entry or Group Entry.
>> Individual Entries will be judged on their own merit.
>> Group Entries will be judged on the whole entry. Groups
consist of 3 or more cosplayers competing together.
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Cosplay Info

Cosplay Contest
The Competition

There are four separate categories for the Individual, Group, and Performance
Entry:
>> Chibi: You will compete here if you are 10 years old and
younger. There will be 5 available slots for this category.
>> Beginner: You will compete here if you are new to Cosplay
Contests or have won few (1 - 2) awards when competing.
There will be 35 available slots for this category.
>> Advanced: You will compete here if you are experienced in
Cosplay Contests and have won 3 or more awards when competing. There will be 20 available slots for this category.
>> Master: You will compete here if you are highly experienced
in Cosplay Contests and have won 3 or more awards when
competing. If you have ever won Best in Show at Daisho Con
you have to compete in Master Category. There will be 10
available slots for this category.
** Please note that for the Master Category, the Creativity Section will be judged
at a heavier scale. If will be worth more points because it is assumed that you
entered the Master Category with experience at hand, aware of what category
you have entered or you have won with other awards and cannot compete in
the other categories.
** Performances can be 2 - 3 minutes long. If you have a longer performance,
please contact the Cosplay Staff so we can handle it on a case-by-case basis.
There will only be 15 slots for this category.
** The Daisho Con Cosplay Contest cap is 85 cosplay enteries.
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Pre-Judging & Judging

You will be judged on the following categories:
>> Difficulty
>> Presentation
>> Craftsmanship
>> Creativity

Cosplay Info

Cosplay Contest

** Please note: Remember to bring a reference picture(s) for your cosplay; printed
pictures, phones, laptops, anything in which the judges can use to judge the accuracy
of your costume. If you fail to bring reference material, this will result in losing 1/4 of your
points from your total score. If you are entering as an Original Character, please provide
reference material for what inspired the character and what look you were trying to go
for.
** Please arrive at least 10 minutes before your scheduled pre-judging time so we can
get you checked in and lined up. If we are running behind we will notify you and give
you an estimate on when to return. We appreciate your patience if this happens.
** Each pre-judging slot should take a total of 5 minutes. Keeping it at this time will
move pre-judging along at a pace that will prevent backed up lines and long waiting
time. We will do our best to keep each pre-judging sessions at this time requirement.
** Do not linger around or crowd the pre-judging area after your pre-judging session
has finished. Cosplay staff and Contest Judges are doing their best to make pre-judging
run smoothly and quickly. Unnecessary loitering or crowing will push back pre-judging
times and block/crowd the hallway thus causing safety concerns. Daisho Con Staff
reserves the right to remove any convention attendees and/or contestants from the
pre-judging area at any time. Refusing to comply with directions give from Daisho Con
Staff will result in disqualification or expulsion from the convention tspace.
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Cosplay Info

Cosplay Contest
Pre-Judging & Judging

** To ease crowding and confusion in the pre-judging room and keep pre-judging on schedule we have organized times at which different categories will be
pre-judged. These pre-judging time slots for each category are non-negotiable:
>> Chibi and Beginner: 8am - 12pm
>> Performances: 10am - 12pm
>> Advanced and Master: 10am - 2pm
** No unnecessary staff/convention attendees are allowed in the Judging Room.
** If you have audio, you must turn in your music to the cosplay sound technician
immediately after you are pre-judged. There will be a table inside the pre-judging room.
** On stage you will be judged on the following Performance Categories:
>> Stage Presence - Comfort level on stage, delivery of lines.
>> Crowd Reaction - How much did the audience like your
performance.
** Even if you are not doing a skit, you will still be judged on stage presence and
crowd reaction and this will be totaled into your final score.
** Daisho Con prides itself on running an honest and fair contest. If a cosplay
contestant is caught being dishonest about their costume or craftsmanship level
in any way, the contestant will be disqualified from the contest for the current
year and the following year. If the same contestant is caught again after they are
allowed back into the contest they will be disqualified from all further Daisho Con
Cosplay Contests. Daisho Con Cosplay Staff reserves the right to disqualify any
contestant suspected of dishonesty. No exceptions.
** Dishonest Includes:
>> The origin/creator of the costume or props (including taking
credit for someone else's work or buying parts of the costume
and claiming they were handmade.
>> Lying about winning previous awards from Daisho Con's
Cosplay Contest or about craftsmanship level (ex. Registering
as a Beginner when at Master level.
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Pre-Judging & Judging

>> Lying about creating original skits/compositions in the performance category.
>> Using an identity other than your own (not including using an
alias for your stage name - this means taking another person's
identity and using it for your own.)

Cosplay Info

Cosplay Contest

The Contest

** We are a PG rated convention, therefore our contest is also PG rated. In other
words, we are family friendly. Please remember these requirements as you sign up to
participate in our contest:
>> Appropriate dress, performance, and attitude are required.
>> Judges reserve the right to request more clothing, a change
to a skit, or otherwise decree a cosplay/cosplayer to be inappropriate to participate in the contest.
>> Cosplay costumes must cover "private areas” at a bare
minimum. If it is not acceptable in the convention space, it is not
acceptable in the contest (See: Convention Rules and Security
Guidelines for additional reference).
>>Inappropriate behaviors on stage will not be to tolerate.
These behaviors include:
1. Twerking
2. Pelvic Thrusting
3. Obscene Gestures
4. Nudity
5. Foul Language
** Please be respectful to the judges, the cosplay staff & volunteers, the convention staff and your fellow cosplayers and attendees. Daisho Con reserves the right
to disqualify cosplayers for inappropriate behaviors, dress, and language. We do
not tolerate rude cosplayers in our contest.
* Note: This includes after the contest has ended as well. Harassing fellow contestants, staff or the judges will not be tolerated for any reason. If you are found to
be harassing or have harassed someone, you will be disqualified from next year's
contest and referred to Daisho Con's security for misconduct.
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Cosplay Info

Cosplay Contest

The Contest

** If you have music or an audio file you will be using for your performance, we will
have a member of staff that will download the file for you. Please note that only
mp3 formats can be used in our contest. They must be easy to use and readily
available when you show up for prejudging. What this means is that you must have
your music performance on a thumb-drive or on a CD so we can access it using
our computer.
** Do not bring iPods or iPhones because we cannot pull music off either of these
devices without special software or equipment. Remember mp3 only.
** Our tech staff reserves the right to edit or cut portions of your presented audio
with or without your notice. Please clearly define start and stop times on all files. If
you are unable to edit them yourself, you must provide a clearly typed document
with editing times & bring it with you to your judging time. Handwritten notes will not
be accepted. If you are unable to provide a note, play will begin from the beginning of the first available track or file presented. Our staff will provide basic cutting
only! Advanced editing must be done on your own time.
** If you are or were a member of Daisho Con Staff for the previous Convention
Year, you cannot enter the contest. If you have made costumes of other people
who might be competing, they cannot win any awards.
** Cosplayers cannot win the same award 2 years in a row. If half or more of
the currently competing group has won Best in Show the year before, the group
cannot win Best in Show for the current year, but they are able to win for any other
category.
** The judges reserve the right to bump you up or down a Craftsmanship level if
they feel it necessary.
** Registration for judging stop at 12pm on Saturday or when all the judging slots
are filled, no exceptions.
** Pre-judging starts at 8:00am and stops at 2:00pm on Saturday no exceptions. It
will be held in Panel Room 9.
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The Contest

** The Green Room for the contest this year will be held in Panel Rooms 1-3.
cosplayers participating in the contest must be in the Green Room by 5:15pm.
After 5:30pm, you are not allowed to leave except for emergency purposes. The
cosplay staff will guide you to where you need to be and when you need to be
there. We would like to make this as seamless as possible.

Cosplay Info

Cosplay Contest

** If you are not a cosplayer that is participating in the Contest, you are not
allowed to loiter outside or be in the Green Room. Please take care of any
business you may have with the contestants outside of this area before 5:30pm.
To make this run smoothly, we need the Green Room to be organized and free of
unnecessary persons.

Cosplay Contest Awards
Master - 1st and 2nd
Advanced - 1st and 2nd
Beginner - 1st and 2nd
Chibi - 1st and 2nd

Best Performance - 1st and 2nd
Con's Choice
Best Prop
Best Armor
Best Fx Makeup
Most Aspiring
Retro Gaming Theme Prize
Best in Show: This prize is the most prestigous award available in Daisho Con Cosplay Contest. The receiver of this award represents the best in all categories.
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Cosplay Info
INSTAGRAM: @lady.icellina.cosplay
FACEBOOK: Lady Icellina Cosplay

Lady Icellina
Lady Icellina is a cosplaying medical professional that hails from the North Star state.
She has created cosplays for over twenty years and been involved in performance
arts for fifteen years. When she's not building cosplays or working to save lives, she's
often assisting newer cosplayers build, answering questions, and encouraging everyone to cosplay and create what they love. She's done everything from sewing to wig
styling, make-up, electronics, prosthetics, prop building, and metal work; having fun
building and performing her pieces on stage!
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Cosplay Info
INSTAGRAM: @hdcfabrication
FACEBOOK: HDC Fabrication
TWITTER: @HDCFabrication

HDC Fabrication
Tim Harrison of HDC is an award winning, master level costumer and fabricator
who first got his start in August 2012. Beginning work in the steam punk scene, he
branched out in 2016 and entered the Crown Championship at C2E2, placed and
went on to win the Anime Central masquerade. From there, he was drafted into the
judge's circuit and hasn't looked back. Practical effects, scuplting, casting, foamsmithing, leatherworking, some sewing and metal-work are just some of the skills he has
brought to the table. Providing costume design and fabrication for costumers, film
and theater, he has had work features in Image and Marvel Comics, Chicago theater shows, and select films. He continues to spread his zest for life, knowledge, and
love of the craft in the form of workshops, panels, and by sharing as much experience
and information as he can. In 2017, Harrison Designs and Concepts, or HDC, was
formally founded and continues to bring your fantasy to reality in 2019.
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Cosplay Info
INSTAGRAM: @j_caito
FACEBOOK: Jcaito Cosplay

JCaito Cosplay
JCaito Cosplay specializes in fine tailoring, bad puns, and bingo-watching Doctor
who. A multi-award winning cosplayer mostly known for his tenth doctor cosplays,
Colonel Hughes, and his love for nich characters, he loves sharing his tailoring knowledge and is looking forward to attending Daisho con!
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Cosplay Info
INSTAGRAM: @undeadtoasty
FACEBOOK: Undeadtoasty Cosplay

Undeadtoasty Cosplay
Undeadtoasty, or Rouxan, has been happily engaged in the cosplay sence since
2014 and judging competitions since 2017. They enjoy dabbling in just about
any aspect of crafting and cosplay. They also love to help spread that knowledge
to others within this awesome community. They have hosted panels and even programmed a cosplay summer camp for their university's summer camp program! Rouzan
greatly enjoys getting to meet new people and skill share in just about any area of
interest! Their most recent endeavors is learning to breathe fire, prosthetics and mould
making, men's tailoring, high ropes course facilitation, and perfecting new slacklinging moves! With interests in costume construction, art, and adventure recreation, this
human keeps busy!
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Cosplay Info
INSTAGRAM: @blackzerocosplay
FACEBOOK: Black Zero Cosplay

Black Zero Cosplay
Black Zero is a cosplayer, production designer,and artist from Milwaukee, WI and
has been honing his craft for over a decade! Specializing in foam armor suits and
props, he has won numerous costume contests over the years, culminating in a win at
the Crown Championships of Cosplay in 2019. Most recently, he worked with Marvel Studios, starring in two episodes of Marvel: Becoming. A man of the community,
Black zero loves to meet and interact with his fans and the geek community at large.
Always striving to learn and top his former self, he continues to create the biggest,
best costumes possible.
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Cosplay Info
INSTAGRAM: @chaoticneutralcosplay
FACEBOOK: Chaotic Neutral Cosplay

Chaotic Neutral Cosplay
Chaotic Neutral Cosplay began his cosplay journey with Marvel's Gambit and then
discovered armor and poof! There went any spare time. He currently has several
on-going armor builds, far too many wigs and a slight problem with watching something new and going "Hey I need to make that!”
Before discovering the wonderous world of cosplay, CNC worked on replica costumes and dabbled in film and voice acting. He appeared in "Glee” and "Private
Practice” and was featured on several radio broadcasts while living in LA. Since
discovering his passion, he's won several first places and best in shows for his costuming, including C2E2's armor division with his skyrim armor.
Besides plastic armor, CNC loves leather crafting/tooling, sewing, working on custom
patterns and in the elusive thing called "spare time”, he enjoys the more normal hobbies of photography, novel writing and ballroom dance. Favorite fandoms include:
Lord of the Rings/Tolkien, My Hero Academia, Dragon Age, Pokemon, Marvel, FAble,
anything Sherlock Holmes, Avatar: The Last Airbender, and Pirates of the Caribbean.
CNC also enjoys pizza. Greatly. If there were a fandom for pizza, he'd be in it.
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Cosplay Info
INSTAGRAM: @bov_cosplay
FACEBOOK: BoV Cosplay

BoV Cosplay

Hallway Cosplay Judge
Mitch "BoV Cosplay” started attending cons as a simple con-goer in 2014. Inspired
by the cosplayers he saw, Mitch picked up the craft in 2018 and started bringing his
own favorite characters to life. Before cosplay, Mitch grew up building oddities and
creations out of anything he could find. Whether it be out of clay, papier-mache,
legos, etc. when he could build, he would let his imagination fly!
After graduting with a Bachelor's in Video Game Art and Design, he used his various
learned disciplines to create props and armor for his cosplays! Through old skills and
new role models, Mitch found a new passion to devote his time and energy towards!
While he may be newer to the cosplay scene, Mitch aims to inspire other cosplayers
to be positive and not be afraid to create! Anyone can pick up cosplaying, at any
time, and it is never too late to begin.
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Cosplay Info
INSTAGRAM: @cyber.claire
FACEBOOK: Cyber Claire Cosplay

Cyber Claire Cosplay
Hallway Cosplay Judge

Claire, AKA Cyber Claire Cosplay, is a 19 year old cosplayer and model from Wisconsin. Going on her seventh year cosplaying, she has seen many different conventions as well as created many differenct cosplays. Starting at age 13, she always
had a passion for crafting and otherwise artsy activities, leading her to find the world
of dressing up as her favorite characters. Although weird to her peers at the time, she
persisted and continued to create costumes she loved and bring life to characters
only seen on the screen!
Outside of cosplay, Claire is a retail worker and bartender, and is also attending
college for graphic design. She hopes one day to work as a game developer, and
create new worlds and new characters for people to play and love. Claire hopes to
hone her skills while inspiring and motivating those around her to do what they love
and create things they enjoy!
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Panel Descriptions
A2Z: What’s a Zine??
Friday
Panel Rm 2
5:30-6:30PM

Popularized in the 1990's by various punk and fandom groups, zines
have evolved over the years to spread ideas about anything and
everything under the sun. We'll be talking about their history and use
over the years, and how easy it is to make a zine yourself!

A Jill-Sandwich Hold the Mayo! What-The-Riff takes on Resident Evil’s Final Chapter (18+ - Language)
Survival horror games have been some of the most successful
Saturday
franchises out there. Resident evil has enjoyed great repuPanel Rm 6
tation. Sadly when it comes to the big screen, the results are
not favorable. Come join up and coming YouTube channel
8:30-10:30pm
What-the-riff as they reload for the so called "Final chapter”.
Adding Diversity to Your TTRPGs (18+ - Rape/Non-Con, Abuse, Disccusions of Homophobia, mental Illness, Ableism, Sexism,and Biphobia)

Saturday
Panel Rm 1
10:30-11:30AM

The Let's Be Legendary Podcast crew shares some of their
tips and strategies to navigating through harmful troops that
are common in table top rpgs.

An Anime Music recorder Concert
Saturday
Panel Rm 3
2:00-3:00PM

Watch a professional recorder player as he performs anime themes,
TV show themes, video game music, and rave melodies, all on his
recorder. A Q+A session will follow after the performance, where he
will discuss how he adapts music onto the recorder for performance.

Anime JukeBox - Acoustic Request Show
Saturday
Panel Rm 2
2:30-3:30PM
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Like anime and video game music? Kid Yuki only wants to play what
you want to hear, so take your pick from over 100 songs from anime
like My Hero Academia and Jojo's Bizarre Adventure, video games
like Kingdom Hearts and Persona, plus RWBY, Steven Universe, and
much more!

Panel Descriptions

Anime Cons are Expensive...So how do I budget?

Saturday
Panel Rm 6
12:30-2:00PM

Tired of missing out on your favorite conventions? Annoyed at the
ever-increasing ticket prices? Join me as I discuss the rising Anime
convention costs and the struggle of budgeting. Near the end, I will
show you tricks and tips to planning your next big convention trip!

Anime Trivia
Saturday
Panel Rm 1
1:00-2:00PM

The Nerd Club hosts Anime Trivia! Participate or watch a trivia
free-for-all. Shout out with the crowd when you know an answer and
enjoy meeting others with your same Anime interests! From completing
quotes to poorly described titles to Studio Ghibli! There should be
a question for everyone!

Anxiety and Depression in the Convention Community (16+ - Mental Illness, Suicide/Self-Harm)

Sunday
Panel Rm 5
9:00-10:30AM

We will discuss anxiety, depression, and other mental illness in the
convention goer community. We will be sharing of our own struggles
and how we have worked through them and are still working on
them. We will discuss coping strategies and how to better enjoy
conventions despite these struggles.

Asexuality in the Anime Fandom

Saturday
Panel Rm 3
10:00-11:00AM

Many anime fans identify themselves as asexual, and many
asexual characters appear in anime. Join a discussion about
asexuality in the anime fandom, led by an openly asexual anime fan with autism who has enjoyed anime since childhood.

Ask Saiki Everything
Saturday
Panel Rm 6
12:00-12:30PM

I can tell what you’re thinking. I can't possibly ask a psychic
everything. But you can. I, saiki kusuo will be answering any
question you have. Literally anything in the universe you can
think of, I’ll answer the inquiry. That’s it.

Attempted Japanese Recipes
Sunday
Panel Rm 2
1:00-2:00pm

The Nerd Club is coming to you as amateur potluck cooks! We'll explain to you the mistakes we made on the Japanese Recipes we've
tried so you can go try these recipes, too! We're not professional
chefs, just nerds who cook for their friends and can tell you what
worked and what didn't!
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Panel Descriptions

Autism in the Anime Fan Community: An Overview

Sunday
Panel Rm 2
12:30-1:30PM

Many people with autism belong to the anime fan community. Listen
to an anime fan with autism discuss the reasons why people with
autism enjoy anime, issues people with autism can face at anime
conventions, and how the anime fan community can be more understanding of people with autism.

A.Z. Fell & Crow (18+ - Language, Mature Topics)

Friday
Panel Rm 5
11:00PM-12:30AM

As Above,So Below.
Both sides have converged upon Daisho.Con putting Aziraphale & Crowley
at the head of it all.
Come by and have the chance to ask us whatever has been picking away
at the back of your brain,or just stick around for some good laughs.
It's up to you in the end

Bad Twilight Fanfic (18+ - Sexual Situations, Violence/Weapons)

Friday
Panel Rm 2
8:30-9:30PM

We will discuss anxiety, depression, and other mental illness in the
convention goer community. We will be sharing of our own struggles
and how we have worked through them and are still working on
them. We will discuss coping strategies and how to better enjoy
conventions despite these struggles.

BNHA Sleepover (18+ - Unpredictable Material)

Friday
Panel Rm 1
4:00-6:00PM

An epic night of fun and games hosted by your friendly neighborhood BakuSquad(tm)! All are welcome; hero, support and general
studies! Come and hangout, win candy prizes or just watch us make
absolute fools of ourselves! Don't forget your pajamas and get
ready to go PLUS ULTRA!

Bob After Dark Presents: The Paranormal and You

Saturday
Panel Rm 5
4:00-5:00PM

Join paranormal podcaster Bob Anderson from "Bob After Dark” as
he discusses some spooky tales. He will be covering the difference
between paranormal phenomena from Japan and America. Also, if
you have you're own spooky story to share and want some insight
on it, feel free to share.

Body Paint 101 (Ages 13-17)
Friday
Panel Rm 1
3:00-4:00PM
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Do you want to be a chameleon? Would you want to learn how
to alter your skin? This panel shows people excellent tips on how to
paint your body different colors and look more defined.

Panel Descriptions

Build a City for Tabletop (Violence/Weapons, Mentions of
Slave Trade)
The Nerd Club hosts a city building council meeting! We'll grow a
city from tiny town to sprawling metropolis in a magical world like
D&D. What natural, spiritual or magical influences have built this
unique settlement? You decide from the beginning until the end
where we start and where we go.

Cards Against Remnant (18+ - Rape/Non-Con, Domestic Violence,
Abuse, Sexual Situations, Violence/Weapons, Language)

Saturday
Panel Rm 6
12:00-2:00AM

Join Team RWBY and friends for a world of Remnant themed Cards
Against Humanity game panel. Its our 3rd year and we hope everyone will come and be horrible people with us yet again while we all
play the game.

Charades Against Humanity (18+ - Sexual Situations, Adult/
Crude Humor)

Friday
Panel Rm 2
9:30-11:30PM

Have you ever wanted to make Cards Against Humanity a little
more interesting? Well, throw some charades into the mix and that's
exactly what you'll get here! Join us as we act out hand selected
cards from the game Cards Against Humanity in this epic game to
fight for honor, glory and hilarity!

Class 1-A Shenanigans

Saturday
Panel Rm 3
3:00-4:00PM

Some of the students from BNHA Class 1-A are having a small get
together and invite others to come and hang out! Hilarity and
shenanigans will insue.

Class 1-A “Study Session”
Saturday
Panel Rm 6
9:30-10:30AM

Iida may think that he can enforce mandatory study sessions on the
weekends, but there are 20 students in class 1A and only one Iida
Tenya. Don't let the boring pretense fool you! This "study session” is
about to get PLUS ULTRA!

Convention horror Stories
Sunday
Panel Rm 2
1:30-2:30PM

Do you like scary stories, anime conventions, and second-hand
embarrassment? This is the panel for you! Join us as we dive into the
darker side of anime conventions as we share real horror stories from
conventions all across the world. Stay until the end and you can win
a spooky surprise!
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Panel Descriptions

Cosplay: A History
Sunday
Panel Rm 1
11:00AM-12:00PM

Cosplay is an integral part of the convention experience, but who
first came up with the idea of dressing up in nerdy costumes in
public? At this panel, meet your cosplay forefathers and foremothers.
They may be closer to home than you think!

Cosplaying While Black (18+ - Adult Topics)
Friday
Panel Rm 7
10:00PM-12:00AM

Cosplaying while black will shed light on the rewards and struggles
of POC cosplayers, panel members will discuss popular topics
and issues POC cosplayers face in the community. This panel is for
people of ALL races to learn about POC cosplayers.

Creating A Story
Saturday
Panel Rm 5
1:00-3:00PM

Have you ever wanted to create a story but don't know where to
start? Have no fear, University Writers is here to help. Join UWSP's
University writers in a discussion on tips and tricks to write a story as
well as help give pointers for creating fanfiction and OCs. Join us on
an adventure in writing

Creative Writing
Friday
Panel Rm 3
3:00-4:30PM

Ever wonder what is like to let your mind go wild and let creativity
flow from pen to paper (or keyboard)? Join UWSP's University Writers
for a discussion on Creative Writing. Discover the essentials for
creative writing, get some fun story prompts and even ask some of
your creative questions.

Critical Role: Bidet Says the Critters
Sunday
Panel Rm 1
12:00-1:30PM

Don't know what Critical Role is, well you will have to get by the
Door Boss first. A D&D stream featuring Matthew Mercer and other
well known voice actors on Thursday night. Together we will nerd out,
Theorize our insane theory's for the future, and do a little trivia. P.S.
Travis is Awesome XD

Cyber Timebite Live and Q&A
Sunday
Panel Rm 2
9:30-11:30AM
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Cyber Timebite live is where host Steven Clark aka nostalgiavamp
will be doing a live episode recording of cyber timebite and will be
doing awesome Q&A from all you awesome cosplayers!

Panel Descriptions

D&D: Down the Rabbit Hole
Saturday
Panel Rm 6
10:30am-12PM

An introduction to D&D. Where to start and what you will need,
along with sources to help you learn. Stories from the audience
about their most memorable moments of D&D. Lastly we will have
Trivia based of explosion of D&D in culture.

D&D Stories (All Ages - Violence/Weapons)
Friday
Panel Rm 2
6:30-8:30PM

The Nerd Club hosts D&D Stories, a session for sharing your hilarious
D&D experiences. Did your character get a low roll and make a
huge mistake that you can laugh about now? Which NPC still has a
spot in your heart? What puzzle stumped your party? Come share
your best story with other role players!

Danganronpa Goodbye Despair Improv (Ages 13-17 - Abuse, Violence/weapons)

Saturday
Panel Rm 8
6:30-8:00PM

Featuring your favorite Danganronpa GoodBye Despair characters
as they act our stories made by the audience make your OTP come
true or make everyone fall under despair and have a completely
new story!

Danganronpa: Ultimate Class Trial! (18+ - Language, Unpredictable
Material)
Junko Enoshima and the 78th class of Hope's Peak Academy are
Friday
at it again! This time, Junko and Monokuma have the ultimate torture
Panel Rm 6
prepared to bring each student ultimate despair: ultimate improv
games. Join us for an hour as we fluctuate between hope, despair,
9:30-11:00PM
and questionable acting choices!

Danganronpa 2: Arguably the Best Cast (18+ - Language, Unpredictable Material)

Saturday
Panel Rm 4
11:00pm-12AM

Come hang out with your favorite teens for some fun and laughs! Ask
questions, play games, and enjoy trivia for a chance to win some
prizes!

DC Comics 101
Friday
Panel Rm 4
9:30-11PM

Hey, have you ever wondered what the real DC Universe is like?
How about a place to ponder the future of the DCU with other
nerds? How do the comic books even work? Come on down and
ponder and learn with other fans, as well as an opportunity to win
free comics!
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Panel Descriptions

Death or Hentai: Anime with Only Audio (18+ - Abuse, Sexual Situations, Violence/Weapons)

Friday
Panel Rm 3
12:00-1:00AM

Can you hear the difference between your favorite anime characters crying out in pain or pleasure? Get your ears ready to join us in
a rather ridiculous guessing game. What do you win? Well. I guess...
bragging rights. If you really want to brag about this.

Do you have what it takes? Becoming a Magical Girl! (13+ - Violence/Weapons)

Saturday
Panel Rm 1
10:00PM-12AM

Would you like to sign a contract and become a magical girl? Now
is your opportunity! Come and share your magical girl knowlege and
win prizes with Incuba- I mean - Kyuubey!

Don’t Wig out! Wig Reviews
Friday
Panel Rm 1
6:00-7:00PM

Do you love cosplay? Not sure where to get that perfect wig? Look
no further than Don't Wig Out! We'll help you find the wig of your
dreams!

Dungeon Master’s Guide: How to Not Suck

Saturday
Panel Rm 3
1:00-2:30PM

The art of storytelling has been around for thousands of years. Here
are a few modern secrets to running good games that people
will talk about for years to come. These tips and trade secrets are
how you keep a game from crashing, or creating conflicts between
players and Game Masters.

Embark on a Project Adventure
Saturday
Panel Rm 4
9:30-10:30AM

Come have me, a small intermediate cosplayer, give you a
walk-through on how to tackle weird and unconventional props,
costumes, or other odd commodities!! I'll give as many tips and tricks
as I can as to how to approach that intimidating project and tame
it into something more reasonable!!!

Emotional Anime: Sweet Torture (Ages 3-17 - Violence/Weapons)

Saturday
Panel Rm 8
5:30-6:30PM
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Sometimes I want to watch an anime that's really going to pull on
the heart strings, don't you? The urge to cry just over takes me and I
like to know that there are some good anime out there to bring that
sweet pain I crave.

Panel Descriptions

Explain the Plot Badly

Friday
Panel Rm 6
7:00-8:00PM

Looking for some laughs or to flex your comedic muscles? Then this is
the right place for you. Join us as we explain the plots to anime, TV,
and movies in a way that jab at your funny bone. With chances to
win prizes and more, there's no shortage of fun.

Fabric 101
Sunday
Panel Rm 6
1:30-3:00PM

Join us to learn the basics of fabric. We will cover the difference
between fiber and weave, commonly used fabrics and how to work
with them.

FanFiction Madlibs (18+ - Sexual Content/Situations, Language)

Friday
Panel Rm 6
10:00-11:30PM

Come join us for dramatic readings of bad fanfiction with a twist!
You will be providing the words! 18+

Fate/beyond Stay Night

Saturday
Panel Rm 6
3:30-5:0PM

The Fate/ franchise has managed to continue to grow in popularity
over the course of 15 years through a great number of media, ranging from anime and manga to video games and light novels. Come
learn about some of the lesser known entries in the Fate/ multiverse.

Fem Host Club!
Saturday
Panel Rm 7
9:00-10:00AM

Welcome to the host club!
Join your favorite host club members for some fun, treats , and
games!!!

Free Fall Spectacular! (Ages 13-17)
Sunday
Panel Rm 3
9:00-10:00AM

For the third consecutive panel in a row your favorite free! Boys are
coming to Wisconsin! Come join us for games, questions, and overall
fun! (Maybe even haru learning to read).
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Panel Descriptions

Guess that Anime Tune
Friday
Panel Rm 3
5:00-6:00PM

Grab your pals and test your skills against other teams in this musical
challenge. Do you think you have what it takes to win??!!

Gunpla United
Sunday
Panel Rm 4
9:30-10:30AM

Show off the world of gundam and gunpla! This is model kit building
based on the big robot hit Gundam! Ranging from small tiny perfect
beginner models to the most advanced. Come learn and enjoy
Gunpla today!

Hentai Game Show: Bigger and Harder than Ever! (18+ - Sexual
Content)

Saturday
Panel Rm 7
11:00PM-12AM

Adult jokes and silly games for the hentai in us all. Come see your
favorite games from past years mixed in with new additions! You
won’t be disappointed. Prizes for winners of each game. So come
on down to play!

History of Anime

Saturday
Panel Rm 6
6:30-7:30PM

The Nerd Club presents a presentation on how Anime has transformed over the century. What titles impacted the industry and what
titles changed genres into how we know them today? Expand your
Anime To Do List by seeing what may have lead to your current
favorite series.

Horror Anime: Let’s Get Spoopy (Ages 13-17 - Violence/
Weapons

Friday
Panel Rm 7
3:00-4:00PM

Horror anime is a genre with a long history that over the past few
years has gotten a bit more attention. Let’s talk about what makes a
horror anime, and talk about what's out there.

How to Be an anime Protagonist
Friday
Panel Rm 3
6:00-8:00PM
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Do you ever wish you could be like your favorite anime protagonist?
Know exactly what you want from life and be confident with the
decisions you make? Learn the 7 Habits of Highly Effective People
using examples from anime, games and other media.
Also great for parents not into anime!

Panel Descriptions

Husbando Hunting: Safari of Love (Ages 13-17)

Friday
Panel Rm 1
8:00-9:00PM

Join your hosts on a Safari as we explore the wild world of Dating
Sims! Join your safari guides SunnyJ and BBDesign and use your skills
to identify what animals these beautiful anime men in an interactive
game! After this panel you will be certified Husbando Hunters and
Waifu Watchers!

Improv Your Way to Geekdom (18+ -Language, Sexual Comments)

Sunday
Panel Rm 1
10:30-11:30PM

Learn, and play different improv games. Let's add a geeky twist on
this games, and have a blast!

I Need a Hero: How Geek Fandom is Our Modern Mythology

Saturday
Panel Rm 6
2:00-3:00PM

Interactive presentation about Joseph Campbell's hero's journey
and how geek fandoms are our modern myths. Smart phone, tablet,
or laptop with wireless internet access needed for interactive portions, but is not required. Contains major spoilers for The Legend of
Zelda: Breath of the Wild.

Intro into EVA Foam and its Applications

Sunday
Panel Rm 7
12:30-1:30PM

Curious about the different kinds of EVA Foams out there, and their
intended purposes? Join JajaCosplay as she goes over how to
obtain EVA Foam and incorporate it into your next build.

Japanese Mythological Creatures
Saturday
Panel Rm 1
5:00-6:00PM

The Nerd Club presents Japanese Cryptids from Lore! From non-human spirits to monsters, would you be charmed by their cuteness or
wary of their attention? Do you recognize the Anime or Video Game
that referenced each creature?

Japanese Wildlife
Friday
Panel Rm 6
5:00-6:00PM

vThe Nerd Club presents Japan's native animals! What creatures
make Japan's countryside and ocean waters unique? Which ones
do you like best? We'll hold a competition for the Cutest and the
Coolest of the bunch! Join us and enjoy the funniest pictures and
videos we can find of these animal friends!
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Panel Descriptions

JDM and Itasha Cars
Saturday
Panel Rm 2
12:30-1:30PM

Come discuss and learn about itasha (anime cars) and JDM
(Japanese domestic market) cars! Whether you’re a seasoned car
enthusiast or brand new to the scene, all are welcome to attend
and enjoy. This is a great way to meet other car enthusiasts within
the anime community!

Join us Under the Umbrella and Stop Talking About the
Moon! (Violence/Weapons)

Sunday
Panel Rm 7
11:00AM-12:30PM

Join the Umbrella Academy as we talk about the end of the world
or maybe discuss Klaus and his questionable fashion choices?
Bring your mannequin BFF 5ever! but Don't Mention The Moon!!! Tiny
Umbrellas are included! [Bonus points for those who come with an
actual Umbrella]

Jojo a Gogo: A Jojo’s Bizarre Adventure Panel (18+ - Violence/
Weapons, Mature Themes

Friday
Panel Rm 4
8:30-9:30PM

With so many arcs, animations, and plenty of other side content,
Jojo's Bizarre Adventure may seem like a daunting franchise to get
into. Let's talk about it! We'll be going over the series as a whole,
talking about how far we are in the animation, and everything else
related to the series

Kick Up Your Cosplay for $20 or Less

Saturday
Panel Rm 8
11:30AM-1:00PM

Want to learn ways to improve your cosplay without kicking the crap
out of your wallet? Then this panel is the place to come! I will be
going over my best tips and tricks to help you save money on your
cosplays.

Koopa Coins for Everyone! What-The-Riff Warps to the
Super MArio Bros Movie (18+ - Language)

Friday
Panel Rm 8
9:00-11:30PM

What do you get when you take one of the most popular video
game franchises and turn it into a summer blockbuster? A bit of a
mess with many being left confused. So warp zone with up coming
YouTube channel What-the-riff to watch the Super Mario bros
movie.

Kpop Gameshow
Saturday
Panel Rm 5
3:00-4:00PM
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Roulette style random play of kpop songs of today and of the
previous decade!

Panel Descriptions

League of Legends Trivia
Friday
Panel Rm 4
4:30-5:30PM

An interactive League of Legends trivia panel with prizes! Come
test your League knowledge on lore, champion abilities, voice lines,
lolesport history, game knowledge, fun facts, music, league memes
and more!

Legend of Zelda Trivia Contest
Saturday
Panel Rm 3
9:00-10:00AM

A Kahoot!- based trivia contest. Questions will vary from easy to
"Who would know that!?” Individual competition. Prizes for top 3
winners. Players need a smart phone, tablet, or laptop with wireless
internet. May the way of the Hero lead to the Triforce!

Lessons from GameJamming
Saturday
Panel Rm 1
2:00-3:00PM

Artist, Coder, Musician, FX Developer. We're four friends who've made
video games on the side together for the last two years . We'd like
to share the good, the challenges and the fun of gamejamming
regularly.

Lets Play Monster Prom! (18+ - Language, Drug/Alcohol
References)

Saturday
Panel Rm 4
9:30-11:00PM

You only have 3 weeks until the monster prom. Will our teams get to
smooch their boo? Get rejected? Join a cult? Accidentally make a
werewolf king of the furries? Help someone punch the literal sun? The
possibilities are endless.
Aspiring voice actors, come join & show off your skills!

Let’s Talk FanFiction (18+ - Sexual Situations)
Saturday
Panel Rm 3
12:00-1:00PM

Fanfiction: We all read it and some of us write it, but what makes for
good fanfiction? Better yet, what makes for bad fanfiction? Let's talk
about it.

Lolita Fashion
Saturday
Panel Rm 2
1:30-2:30PM

Do you love lolita fashion but don't know where to begin? Lolita
Fashion 101 is an informative, fun panel full of helpful background
to the fashion's origins, advice on building your first outfit, and easy
solutions to building a coherent wardrobe on any budget.
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Panel Descriptions

Maika’s Maidventure (Ages 13-17)
Sunday
Panel Rm 5
10:00-11:00AM

Come join Cafe Stile in welcoming Maika on her first day of work!
Come play games with the maids and take pictures with them!

Marvel Comics 101
Saturday
Panel Rm 6
5:00-6:30PM

Hey, have you ever wondered what the real Marvel Universe is like?
How about a place to ponder the MCU with other nerds? How do
the comic books even work? Come on down and ponder and learn
with other fans, as well as an opportunity to win free comics!

Masquerade 101
Friday
Panel Rm 1
7:00-8:00PM

Interested in participating in the masquerade, but not sure where
to start? Have you always dreamed of being on stage, strutting in
your epic cosplay? Join us and will show you some tips with stage etiquette, pre judging, and more! Hosted by LollipopChan, seasoned
masquerade veteran.

MHA Cards Against Heroes (18+ - Sexual MAterial, Language)

Friday
Panel Rm 6
8:00-9:30PM

What do villains and heroes do on their down time? Host an 18+ panel!
Join us for a fun trial of cards against humanity.
Ask your favorite characters any questions beforehand at the Q/A.
( all ships are valid in our eyes)
(prizes available to win)

Midnight Minxes Nerdlesque Fun (18+ - Adult Content)

Saturday
Panel Rm 9
6:30-8:00PM

We want to empower individuals with the art of performance. We
want to share our love of cosplay and expression with like-minded
audiences and educate them in a friendly & accepting environment. We wish to answer any questions regarding the industry, to
curious and eager performers or to fans

Monster Prom!! (18+ - Adult Humor, Suggestive Content)

Friday
Panel Rm 1
11:30PM-1:30AM
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Come one come all to try your chances at charming Spooky High’s
most eligible monsters for a date to Monster Prom! From a fiery hell
boy, a genocidal princess of the sea, a party obsessed poltergeist,
and even possibly... the dnarrator?! Join us for a night you’ll never
forget, or, never be able to!

Panel Descriptions

My Campfire Academia (Ages 13-17)
Saturday
Panel Rm 1
9:00-10:30AM

Join class 1A and 1B in a fun contest of wits smarts and some wacky
QnA pick your team and let the camp games begin!!

My Hero Halloween Party (Ages 13-17)
Sunday
Panel Rm 4
10:30-11:30AM

Welcome to the My Hero Academia Halloween Party. Mr. Aizawa
said we could have a party at the dorm and your invited! We will
be having Q&A, truth or dare, and some kid friendly games because Kirishima is with us. Watch us make fools out of ourselves, and
don't forget your trick or treat bag!

My Theory Acadmia: Season 4 Discussion (Ages 13-17 - Violence/
Weapons)

Saturday
Panel Rm 1
11:30-12:30PM

Season 4 of My Hero is here, and what are your thoughts? In this
panel we’ll hold an open discussion about the show lead by your
favorite characters. Be weary, there’s always a chance for manga
spoilers! Come join us, go beyond, plus ultra!

Mystery Skulls Adventures (Paranormal, Mentions of
Death)

Friday
Panel Rm 6
6:00-7:00PM

It’s time to ask the local paranormal investigators Mystery Skulls
questions and to share your own personal ghost stories! Who knows,
maybe a ghost will show up to! Let's just hope Arthur doesn't run this
time if one does.

Name that Anime opening (With Kahoot!)
Sunday
Panel Rm 6
12:30-1:30PM

Come together and battle against your friends and complete
strangers with a game of Name that Anime Opening as well as
prizes for the top three players!
(Please download the app or go online to Kahoot! to play.)

Naruto Werewolf
Friday
Panel Rm 5
7:00-8:00PM

Come and join us for a Naruto-themed game of Werewolf!
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Panel Descriptions

Nerdy Adult 101: Balancing Adult Life (Ages 16+)

Friday
Panel Rm 5
3:00-4:00PM

Being an adult is hard, I know. But being a nerd is better. Sometimes
it can get overwhelming to balance adult life with work, family,
friends, and then adding in being a nerd and conventions and
collectibles? Oh my. Come visit us for advice, tips, and tricks to
balancing it all!

Not ANother Haikyuu!! Captain’s Sleepover Panel...Unless? (18+ - Language)

Saturday
Panel Rm 7
8:30-10:30PM

You should show up in your pajamas, because we definitely are.
The Haikyuu!! captains are back in bunny slippers and face masks,
here to read Oikawa's diary, play Twister, Jenga truth or dare, answer
some Q's and give some A's, and more sleepover fun. Get ready to
have your socks rocked.

NSFW Writing (18+ - Sexual situations, violence/Weapons)

Saturday
Panel Rm 6
11:pm-12AM

What parts about writing make it not safe for work "NSFW”? What
can make a NSFW story/ writing considered good? Join UWSP's
University Writers on an 18+ panel to discuss all of these an more.
Ask us questions of your own and learn how to make a good NSFW
story! (Must be 18+ to attend.)

Obscure One-oh-What Now? (18+ - Sexual Situations, Violence/
Weapons, Sensitive Topics)

Friday
Panel Rm 3
8:00-9:30PM

You've just been busted by your mom. How do you get yourself out
of trouble? This is an interactive panel where audience members
will create funny, witty, racy, and crazy explanations for random out
context anime scenes projected on the screen next to the stage.
Remember yo butt is on the line!

Pokemone Game Show

Sunday
Panel Rm 4
1:30-3:00PM

Oh? You're a Pokemon Master? Do you have what it takes to be the
very best? Come join us in our Pokemon Gameshow where we test
your knowledge with GameShows.

Ringu: An Indepth Look At Sadako (18+ - Rape/Non-Con, Domestic Violence, Abuse, Sexual Situations, Violence/Weapons)

Saturday
Panel Rm 8
9:30-10:30PM
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An in depth look at the story Ringu and the real life people it was
based on. An exploration of Japanese ghost stories and the inspiration behind them

Panel Descriptions

RWBY Karaoke on Acoustic Guitar
Sunday
Panel Rm 3
1:30-3:00PM

Calling all Hunters and Huntresses! Enjoying those RWBY tunes and
want more? Because a fellow Hunter wants to teach you how they
can be played. Come on down to sing along with, and learn how
to play and receive the sheet music on acoustic renditions of some
of your favorite RWBY tunes!

RWBY Q&A
Friday
Panel Rm 2
11:30PM-12:30AM

Ever wanted to ask the characters of RWBY questions? Their inner
thoughts and opinions of the events? Well now is your chance to do
so! Come and ask the characters of RWBY any questions you might
have.

Sailor Scout Kahoot and Q&A
Saturday
Panel Rm 6
7:30-8:30PM

Do you know everything about sailor moon or have any questions
? Come and see with our Q&A and kahoot quiz. There will be 2
rounds with 20 questions each, top 3 winners of each round will
receive a sailor moon themed prize from.

Screenwriting and Book Writing

Saturday
Panel Rm 2
9:30-11:00PM

we will be discussing about screenwriting and breaking down its
style of writing along with presenting work. The second 30 min of the
panel will be discussing about Book writing. The steps you need to
take and look for when writing your own story towards publishing.
questions will be last 30 min.

Simple and Easy Cosplay Makeup for Dummies (Sensitive
Topics)

Friday
Panel Rm 6
3:30-5:00PM

Have you ever wanted to "look” the part for a cosplay but were not
confident enough to go buy makeup? Does Baking Powder scare
you? Gel-liner give you nightmares? What about the more "advanced” SFX makeup? Scared to spend $50 on professional-grade
stuff? Good! Well... not good. But help is here!

So You Think You Know One Piece
Saturday
Panel Rm 2
11:00AM-12:30PM

Come and test out your knowledge at our trivial panel where you
and your crew members can attempt to win the One Piece.
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Panel Descriptions

So You Want to Be a Cosplay photographer
Saturday
Panel Rm 5
12:00-1:00PM

If you've been wanting to take up photography to get sick pics at
cons but don't know what the heehaw ISO speed is or what kind of
gear you should even get, this panel is for you! This panel's target
audience is those who are just starting out or interested in pursuing
photography as a hobby.

So you Want to Be an Artist? Q&A
Friday
Panel Rm 2
2:30-3:30PM

Ever thought of dipping your toes in the digital art community? How
about the artist alley biz? Where to start? What tablet to pick? How
to upgrade? What merch do you make? How to take commissions?
This panel is a Q&A to get insight from a moron who has been
doing this gig for the past 5 years.

So you Want to Study in Japan?!
Sunday
Panel Rm 3
12:00-1:00PM

Have you ever thought about studying abroad in Japan, but were
a little intimidated? That's okay! In this panel, you can learn a bit
more about what it's like from someone who's been there, everything
from "how to be an otaku...politely” to some "survival Japanese.” And
questions are welcome!

Speedwagon vs Your Waifu (18+ - Language, Adult Content)

Friday
Panel Rm 7
12:00-1:00AM

Everyone thinks that their waifu is the best, but it's time to put yours
to the test........against Speedwagon? Join us as we pit your favorite
characters against each other, win some neat prizes, and earn your
favorite the title of "Best Waifu”.

Storytelling Through Cosplay: Why Details Matter

Sunday
Panel Rm 7
1:30-3:00PM

What elevates a cosplay from a simple costume to a character with
life and a backstory? DETAILS! We will be going over techniques of
telling stories through costuming- everything from A to Z including
weathering types, choosing accessories/notions, applying special fx
makeup, and characterization!

Surviving Your First Trip to Japan
Sunday
Panel Rm 5
12:30-2:30PM
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Many geeks harbor a secret (or not so secret) desire to visit the
land of the rising sun. But with culture shock and the language
barrier, it's an intimidating experience. We'll share things we learned
and things we wish we had known before visiting, along with a crash
course in survival Japanese.

Panel Descriptions

Husbando Hunting: Safari of Love (Ages 13-17)

Friday
Panel Rm 1
8:00-9:00PM

Join your hosts on a Safari as we explore the wild world of Dating
Sims! Join your safari guides SunnyJ and BBDesign and use your skills
to identify what animals these beautiful anime men in an interactive
game! After this panel you will be certified Husbando Hunters and
Waifu Watchers!

Improv Your Way to Geekdom (18+ -Language, Sexual Comments)

Sunday
Panel Rm 1
10:30-11:30PM

Learn, and play different improv games. Let's add a geeky twist on
this games, and have a blast!

I Need a Hero: How Geek Fandom is Our Modern Mythology

Saturday
Panel Rm 6
2:00-3:00PM

Interactive presentation about Joseph Campbell's hero's journey
and how geek fandoms are our modern myths. Smart phone, tablet,
or laptop with wireless internet access needed for interactive portions, but is not required. Contains major spoilers for The Legend of
Zelda: Breath of the Wild.

Intro into EVA Foam and its Applications

Sunday
Panel Rm 7
12:30-1:30PM

Curious about the different kinds of EVA Foams out there, and their
intended purposes? Join JajaCosplay as she goes over how to
obtain EVA Foam and incorporate it into your next build.

Japanese Mythological Creatures
Saturday
Panel Rm 1
5:00-6:00PM

The Nerd Club presents Japanese Cryptids from Lore! From non-human spirits to monsters, would you be charmed by their cuteness or
wary of their attention? Do you recognize the Anime or Video Game
that referenced each creature?

Japanese Wildlife
Friday
Panel Rm 6
5:00-6:00PM

vThe Nerd Club presents Japan's native animals! What creatures
make Japan's countryside and ocean waters unique? Which ones
do you like best? We'll hold a competition for the Cutest and the
Coolest of the bunch! Join us and enjoy the funniest pictures and
videos we can find of these animal friends!
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Panel Descriptions

SWeet-E’ Snatch Game
Friday
Panel Rm 5
5:30-7:00PM

"I ask the questions and you fill in the blanks, and then, ask our stars if
their answers match!” (RuPaul) Welcome to Snatch Game: a cosplay
gameshow where you can see your favorite comic book, anime,
video game, celebrity character answer some questions in the
oddest of answers.

Tetris The Grand Master Challenge II: Charity Boogaloo

Saturday
Panel Rm 8
8:00-9:30PM

Come learn the true meaning of "terror-instinct” as you try your hand
at the most notorious version of Tetris. For one hour, each block you
drop and line you clear takes money out of my pocket and sends it
to Outreach Madison.

The Best of Bad Games: BGOTY Edition
Saturday
Panel Rm 5
8:00-9:30PM

The Best of Bad Games: Bad Game of the Year Edition invites
gamers of all calibers to experience the thrill of experiencing some
of the worst bad games has to offer. Your host Marble will take you
through the gauntlet of garbage for a chance to win copies of
them yourselves! Good luck.

The Clamp Panel
Saturday
Panel Rm 2
9:30-11:00AM

Congratulations CLAMP on your 30th Anniversary. Whether you're a
newcomer or a longtime fan, come join us for trivia and to celebrate
the ladies making you cry since '89. Will X ever get an ending?
I don't know. I kind of just hope they finish that new Cardcaptor
Sakura arc.

The Quiet Room
Friday
Panel Rm 2
4:30-5:30PM

A place where everyone can rest and relax if the people and
events of the con become too much. There will be no loud noises
or conversations, just relaxing instrumental music (and maybe some
Enya). This is for people who want to stay at the convention, but
need a breather.

The Quiet Room
Saturday
Panel Rm 7
5:00-6:00PM
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A place where everyone can rest and relax if the people and
events of the con become too much. There will be no loud noises
or conversations, just relaxing instrumental music (and maybe some
Enya). This is for people who want to stay at the convention, but
need a breather.

Panel Descriptions

The Ineffable Panel (Ages 13-17)
Sunday
Panel Rm 6
10:30-11:30AM

Now that some peace between heaven and hells Great War have
been restored, join as your favorite angel and demon celebrate
with a vacation to non other than Daisho con itself! Come join us for
some Q&A, games, and other fun activities!

The Librarians Present: Bad Fanfic Reading (18+ - Sexual
Situations, Violence/Weapons)

Saturday
Panel Rm 3
10:00PM-12AM

Join us for a celebration of bad, absurd and downright hilarious
fanfiction. The Librarians will be presenting a hand picked collection
of terrible pieces of "literature”, including both classic mainstays of
bad fanfic reads and some more obscure pieces of forgotten lore.

The old Farts Panel Returns!! (18+ - Language)

Friday
Panel Rm 6
11:30PM-1:00AM

It's back! Join your host James Wendler for a lively discussion of all
the movies, music, cartoons, video games, and all that other great
geeky stuff from your younger years!

The Panel Panel: The Sequel is Better (Ages 13-17)

Friday
Panel Rm 1
9:00-10:30PM

It's the return of the great un-debate. No arguing allowed, just you
telling the world why you're right about everything and they're wrong.
Think the prequels were great? The 6th game was the best? Shrek is
not life? Then come get your Galaxy Brain on and change our mind.

The Remants of Despair (Violence/Weapons)
Saturday
Panel Rm 8
6:00-7:00PM

Hello everyone!
Junko Enoshima has infected all of SDR2! Come to see the Remnants
Of Despair! Feat. Monokuma, Junko, and Izuru Kamakura!

“The Room” with Tommy Wise - I Mean Johnny and Lisa! (18+ - Sexual
Situations, Swearing, Implied Sex, Major Character Death)
Have you ever seen the masterpiece that is Tommy Wiseau's "The
Sunday
Room?” A film that has gathered fans from around the globe, "The
Panel Rm 5
Room” is a movie about love, loss, betrayal, and Tommy Wiseau's
sweet a**. Come join us and watch the movie responsible for James
11:00AM-12:30PM
Franco's Oscar. Please bring spoons.
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Panel Descriptions

The Science Behind Waifus and Husbandos, and What That Means for
You (18+ - Abuse, Psychological Archetypes People May Not Like)

Saturday
Panel Rm 2
11:00PM-12AM

Join Aedan Flynn and Chez Incognito on an in-depth discussion of what
makes a waifu or husbando, and what your waifu or husbando says about
you!

This Means War! BNHA Villians VS. Heroes (Ages 13-17)

Panel Rm 5
10:00-11:30PM

Come witness the war between heroes vs villains as the teams tough it out
through games and trivia! Who knows, you could be the lucky (or unlucky)
victim... I mean player... that works with the winning (or losing) team!

Tips for Teaching D&D
Saturday
Panel Rm 1
2:00-3:00PM

The Nerd Club gives tips for teaching Dungeons and Dragons. (To Others
or to Yourself!) We'll share which processes worked for what learning styles. Is
this for someone who learns from watching, reading, or doing? Is it possible to
learn as a Dungeon Master and as a Player?

Touhou 101
Friday
Panel Rm 5
11:30AM-12:30PM

What the heck is a Two Hoo? Join us for an introduction into one of the
longest running and most dedicated fandoms in the otaku culture community,
and bring your cutest hats!

Um, Actually...Anime Edition
Saturday
Panel Rm 5
11:00AM-12PM

The game of nerdy corrections. Contestants are told incorrect statements
about some of our favorite anime and video game series and have to
determine what is wrong with those statements. However, all corrections must
start with the words "Um, actually” in order to get points.

under our Umbrella-Ella-Ella Ay
Saturday
Panel Rm 3
11:00AM-12:PM
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Klaus is in dire need of fashion advice while the world is ending. Shut up
about the moon and come get a tiny umbrella!!

Panel Descriptions

Waifu X Games (18+ - Suggestive Content, Language)

Friday
Panel Rm 3
11:00PM-12AM

Bring your body pillows, bring your waifus, because it's time for Waifu X
Games! We've got a whole host of fun games to test your love with your
waifu to see if it's the real deal -- all hosted by the Bunny Suit Crew!

Weeblash - Anime Quiplash (18+ - Sexual Situations, Unpredicatble MAterial)

Saturday
Panel Rm 7
7:00-8:30PM

What's Quiplash? Think Cards Against Humanity but you get to write in your
own answers and vote for the best answers through your phone. 8 people
get to play per game (2-3 games per panel), but anyone with a phone
can decide who wins. Weeblash is that but all prompts and questions are
anime-related

What’s a Steins;Gate? (Ages13-17 - Violence/Weapons)

Friday
Panel Rm 5
4:00-5:30PM

Science, lab coats, landlords, microwaves- not Bill Nye but something close.
If this sounds like your cup of tea, come join us for this introductory panel to
the wonderful world (line) of Steins;Gate with 'What's a Steins;Gate?'. In depth
character and story analysis, prizes and trivia. Join our lab.

Will it Fusion?
Sunday
Panel Rm 1
10:00-11:00AM

Ever thought of combining two characters from different fictional universes
and put them together to cosplay? We've been there before, and we'll
discuss how we go about making cosplay fusions and how to help you
create one!

Writers Block and You
Sunday
Panel Rm 6
9:30-10:30AM

Stuck at the same part of a story and can't seem to get over it? Not sure if
you have the motivation to write? Join UWSP's University Writers to discover
some of our best tips and tricks on how to get over your Writers Block!

Zombies in My Idol Anime? More Likely Than You Think

Saturday
Panel Rm 4
11:00PM-12AM

Join the Zombieland Saga idols from franchouchou! Join the undead for
some fun and meet your favorite girls! We're all ready for a second season,
are you?
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Guest Panels
Art Online: Webcomics and More!
Savannah Alexander & Florkofcows

Saturday
Panel Rm 7
12:00-1:30PM

Fan of webcomics like florkofcows or the puppettes by Savannah Alexandra?
Join our webcomic artists as they chat about life on the interweb and how to
bring your art into the universe!

Behind the Scenes of Voice Acting
Brianna Knickerbocker, MArtha Harms
and Particia Summersett

Friday
Panel RM 7
8:00-9:00PM

What is it really like to work in voice over? Actors Brianna Knickerbocker,
Martha Harms & Patricia Summersett discuss the life of a voice actor, from auditioning to developing a character to recording to when the titles actually
come out. Bring all your burning questions about the industry, the art and skill
of voice acting, auditioning and about your favorite characters these voice
actors have voiced!

Character Design with Savannah Alexandra
Savannah Alexander

Friday
Panel RM 4
3:30-4:30PM

Savannah Alexandra is an award winning artist and designer who is here to
share her experiences with Daisho Con! This panel will explore her journey
through character design and discuss developing characters in art, comics
and more!

Cosplay Competitions: From Novice to Masters
CowbuttCrunchies Cosplay

Friday
Panel Rm 7
5:00-6:00PM
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Join Cowbutt Crunchies Cosplay, international judges and current Crown
Champion, to discuss the ins and outs of preparation, presentation, and
prizes! Whether you're entering your first contest or prepping for an international circuit, we will discuss how judging evaluation works, what to expect
from different levels of contests, as well as how to best present yourself during
judging.

Guest Panels
Cosplay Positivity with Phil Mizuno
Phil Mizuno

Saturday
Panel Rm 8
10:30-11:30AM

Phil Mizuno is a cosplayer who followed his heart, and is pursuing his passion
of cosplay to help and inspire others! Join his panel on cosplay positivity to
discuss overcoming bullying and find new motivation to cosplay!

Creepy Pasta Storytime
Mr. CreepyPasta

Friday
Panel Rm 7
9:00-10:00PM

Gather round the campire boils and ghouls and MrCreepypasta will tell
you stories that will give you nightmares for years to come. Taken from stories
around the internet and some of your favorites from YouTube, list as the one
and only blue man retells them in the iconic voice you've come to know and
love (suggested 13+ due to content).

Fantastic Detailing for Armor and props
CowbuttCrunchies Cosplay

Friday
Panel Rm 4
6:30-7:30PM

When it comes to intricate detail, technique and choosing your materials
are half the battle. Join us as we compare the amazing details that Worbla,
Thibra, foam, and other materials can achieve, and be sure to stick around
for some free samples!

Finding Your Hadouken: Discovering Your Power Move
Ricco Faradjo

Friday
Panel Rm 4
5:30-6:30PM

**This is a get up and play panel so be ready to move!** Ever since ricco
was a kid he wanted to throw a fireball like Ryu from street fighter. Although
he felt like he got pretty close once, the next best thing was going through
all the martial arts motions to prepare his body and voice for the inevitable
flames that would fly from his hands. Ricco and Con attendees are going to
work together using partner Tai Chi, stage combat and vocal exercises to
develop their very own super move!
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Guest Panels

From a Hat! Singing Lines with Our Guests!
Amalee and Megan Shipman

Friday
Panel RM 9
3:00-4:30PM

You've heard of lines from a hat - here is SINGING lines from a hat! Laugh
and sing along in this musical panel with Amalee and Megan Shipman!

Get ecited with the cast of Dr. Stone
Brittany Lauda, Matt Shipman, Ricco
Farjado, and Aaron Dismuke

Saturday
Main Programming
3:00-4:30PM

A panel discussing this year's most scientific, exhilarating anime. Get a hot
take on the newest post-apocalyptic, sci-fi adventure with the cast!

Horror Feud with MrCreepyPasta
MrCreepyPasta

Saturday
Panel RM 8
4:30PM-5:30PM

It's Time to play Family feud! But what's that twist? Two teams will compete for
wonderful prizes but the questions aren't exactly what mom and dad have
answered before. We've surveyed 100 people to find out what are the best
answers to the most gruesome situations! Can you guess them?

How to be Successful on Youtube
MrCreepyPasta

Saturday
Panel Rm 4
11:30AM-12:30PM

From adorable cat videos, to Let's Plays, to a series that could rival red
vs blue, learn what to do to start a successful YouTube channel from the
ground, to the penthouse suite.

I’m Not Crazy, Only 5 of Me are!
Sean Chiplock

Friday
Panel Rm 7
4:00-5:00PM
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The world of voiceover is vast & confusing but professional voice actor
Sean Chiplock has been able to take control of the wild, untamed frontier!
Learn how to Expand your craft with this informative Q&A and guide to voice
acting online or "ni the hub” and maybe even teach him a thing or two!

Guest Panels

Improv Games: Acting on the Fly
Martha Harms

Saturday
Panel Rm 7
11:00-11:30AM

Acting is a blast but sometimes requires quick adaptation and thinking to
portray the perfect performance! Martha Harms leads this action-packed
panel where she will guide congoers in improv activities for aspiring actors!

Inside the Roswall Mansion with Subaru, Emilia & Rem!
Brianna KnickerBocker, SeanChiplock, Kayli Mills

Saturday
Panel Rm 9
5:00-6:00PM

Voice actors sean chiplock (subaru), Brianna knickerbocker (rem) and Kayli
Mills (emilia) discuss working on the popular anime Re:Zero from the audition
process, watching the show in Japanese, and their reactions to some of the
most infamous moments throughout the series.

JAM Session: Martha Harms & Kayli Mills
Kayli Mills and Martha Harms

Saturday
Panel Rm 9
9:30-10:30PM

Want to feel some music in your soul? Play music? Got an instrument? Bring it
to JAM session with Martha Harms and Kayli Mills to collab and make some
sound!

Learn your Hero Name with Mic & Aizawa
Christopher Wehkamp and Dave Trosko Join an interactive talk back with the teachers of U.A. Highschool. Learn your
hero name and what quirks you have. Your favorite teachers will team you up
against your best opponent and determine who will win the match!

Friday
Panel Rm 9
9:00-10:00PM

Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild
Particia Summersett and Sean Chiplock

Saturday
Panel Rm 8
3:30-4:30PM

Come celebrate the latest addition to the zelda franchise, the legend of
zelda: Breath of the Wild! Discuss this 2017 Game of the Year with PAtricia
Summersett, voice of Zelda, and sean chiplock, voice of Revali!
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Guest Panels

Talking memes with florkofcows
Florofcows

Saturday
Panel Rm 8

Got some feelings about the freshest memes? Hang out with florkofcows and
stroll through the internet exploring memes!

9:30-10:30AM

Motion Capture in Video Games
Particia Summersett

Saturday
Panel Rm 4
12:30-1:30PM

A journey into the amazing job of motion capture and how to perform for
100 cameras simultaneously. Explore Patricia Summersett's experience with
motion capture!

Naptime with Aizawa
Christopher Wehkamp

Sunday
Panel Rm 8
1:00-2:00PM

Come chill with Christopher Wehkamp the voice of shota eraserhead aizawa
in my hero Academia as he shows you a powerpoint slideshow of Aizawa
photoshopped into famous locations around the world and talks about it
and naps and sleeping and voice acting.

PLUS ULTRA: The Massive My Hero Panel!
Christopher Wehkmap, Ricco Fajardo, Lindsay Seidel, Aaron Dismuke,
Dave Trosko, Matt Shipman

Saturday
Main Programming
11:00AM-12:30PM

6 HEROes. one panel. We brought them together to reach plus ultra at
Daisho Con. Join the teachers, students and heroes from our favorite anime
my hero academia to celebrate the newest season, reminisce your favorite
scenes, talk about the action and the future of this amazing show!

Present Mic Classic Rock Sing-a-long
Dave Trosko

Friday
Panel Rm 9
7:00-8:30PM
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Sing along to classic rock songs with your favorite announcer from My Hero
academia; Present Mic!

Guest Panels

Q and A with Amalee and Megan Shipman
AmaLee and Megan Shipman

Saturday
Panel Rm 4
10:30-11:30AM

This is your chance to meet and chat with Amalee and MEgan Shipman.
These two friends have a lot to spill about what it's like being in the business,
auditioning for anime and rising to popularity on youtube!

Q and A with Florkofcows
Florkofcows

Friday
Panel Rm 4
7:30-8:30PM

Hit up florkofcows about life as a web comic artist, ms paint, and sock
puppets!

Q and A with Lindsay Seidel and Aaron Dismuke
Lindsay Seidel and Aaron Dismuke

Sunday
Panel Rm 8
11:00AM-12:00PM

Come chat with Lindsay and Aaron about what it's been like voicing some of
your favorite characters! This pair has worked together on many favorite anime
like Black Clover, Blood Blockade Battlefront, Recover of an MMO Junkie, Divine Gate, Fairy Tail and Tokyo Ghoul just to name a few! Fans of these shows
and more? This is your chance to ask them all your burning questions about
anything from voiceover to favorite types of potato chips!

Q and A with Phil Mizuno
Phil Mizuno

Friday
Panel RM 7
6:00-7:00PM

Phil Mizuno is a canadian cosplayer who followed his heart and is pursuing
his passion of cosplay to help and inspire others. He has been creating
beautiful costumes and cosplaying for 4 years. Bring your questions about
his back story, what his family thinks of all this, competitions he has judged
and what it's like to be an international cosplay star!
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Guest Panels

The Bare Bones of Corsetry
CowbuttCrunchies Cosplay

Saturday
Panel Rm 7
4:00-5:00PM

Join us for an in-depth discussion of the techniques and tricks that make
building corsets as painless as possible! Fitting, Material choices and
pattenring will be discussed, as well as methods of construction and ways to
create a polished finished Product.

Singing: From YouTube to Anime
AmaLee and Megan Shipman

Saturday
Panel Rm 4
1:30-2:30PM

Come join Amanda Lee and Megan shipman as they discuss what it's like
singing on YouTube and then transferring those skills to dubbing anime songs
officially in English. Amanda and Megan have worked on writing lyrics, directing, and singing English Adaptations both on Youtube and in deifferent
shows like Kemono Friends, RobiHachi, and Show by Rock!!

Voice Acting Audition Clinic
Brianna Knickerbocker

Saturday
Panel Rm 7
1:30-2:30PM

Learn the behind-the-scenes process of auditioning for voice over work and
how the pros break down their audition scripts and deliver strong character
interpretations - get behind the microphone with mock auditions and be
re-directed by brianna!

Working on LGBTQ+ Anime and Games
Brittany Lauda and Matt
Shipman

Friday
Panel Rm 7
7:00-8:00PM
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Working on LGBT Anime & Games Panel: Dubbed Yaoi and Yuri is a relatively new thing stateside, and representation in other anime has been growing
over the years. Matt Shipman & Brittany Lauda worked on the first ever Yaoi
dub in the US (Ai No Kusabi) with their company, Kocha Sound and are
happy to discuss their experience on the project, along with experiences in
other LGBT anime projects as actors/directors/writers/audience members.
Brittany has voiced in several shows featuring LGBT characters, such as
Yuri in Double Decker, Lion in Hina Logic, Ichigo in Darling in the Franxx and
Levi in Seven Mortal Sins, as well as general LGBT Themes in anime. She is
currently directing a yaoi game. Matt voiced in and wrote Ai no Kusabi, and
has voiced characters with their own respective journeys. NOTE: this panel is
about their own opinions and experiences and should not be taken to be
representative of any companies or facts about specific characters.

Guest Panels

World Building Featuring the Puppettes
Savannah Alexander

Saturday
Panel Rm 4
2:30-3:30PM

The world of the puppettes is filled with history and style. Join savannah Alexander to break down the process of world building and discuss her creative
skills being utilized in her amazing webcomic the Puppettes!

Writing and Directing Anime: It’s more complicated than you
think!
Do you ever sit at home and think "gee whiz I betcha I could write and direct
Brittany Lauda

Sunday
Panel Rm 9
12:30-1:30PM

me some good old fashion animez!” Well, sorry to tell you kid, but writing
anime is a lot harder than you think! Join Brittany as she details her adventure
in adaptive scripting and ADR directing to avoid awkward interactions in
anime!
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Department Hours:
Friday - 4:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Saturday - 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Sunday - 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM

Activities

Exhibitor Hall

Artist Tables are open with Artist discretion.
Looking for something but you don't quite know what it is?
Maybe it's a fanart of your favorite OTP or a bookmark for that reader in your life. The Holidays are only a short time away. Why not stop
by the Exhibitor Hall and find something unique for everyone on your
list. We have Exhibitors from all over that sell items ranging from digital
prints to chainmail, to commissions. You can also check out exhibitor
Hall to find art in all media forms to satisfy your geeky needs.
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Exhibitor Hall
Map
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Exhibitor Hall
List

Artist Booths
8 Bit Boom . . . . . . . . . . . 42
AFKorafts . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Akiseo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Alexis Moore. . . . . . . . . 4
Battlerobots! . . . . . . . . 5
Belli-buttons . . . . . . . . 41
BitterBat . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Bottling Sunshine . . . . 8
C Gurat Designs . . . . . . 9
Chickpea Illustration . 10
Custom Processing
Unlimited . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Elikathal . . . . . . . . . . . . .12
Fabucastle . . . . . . . . . . 13
Fernwood Designs . . . 14
Folly Lolly . . . . . . . . . 15
Freeze-Ex-ICEUTE
Studios . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Gawki . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .39
Grakanarts . . . . . . . . . 18
Hatshenaniganz . . . . . 19
Huxley and Company , 20
Ihuatzin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
Itsmengo . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
Kerri Aitken Illustration
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
Kinda Nerdy Housewife
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
Kira Night Art . . . . . . . 25
Lashia Lee . . . . . . . . . . . 26
Lemon Penguin . . . . . . . 27
LM Pederson/resubee . 28
Lyns/This is Steggy . . .29
Magister . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
Maracuyas . . . . . . . . . . . 31
Marcotte Studios . . . . 32
Milwaukee Made . . . . . . 33
Mintandapple . . . . . . . . 34
MissTsundere . . . . . . . . 35
Moonys Dreamy Delights
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
Nakama Nerd-Op . . . . . 37
Nikusagi . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
PenelopeLovePrints . 17
Penguina's Presents . 53
Seifer's Stitches . . . . . 1
Shad Andrews . . . . . . . 43
Shavostars . . . . . . . . . . 44
Shiny Things . . . . . . . . . 45
Sincerely Sam . . . . . . . 46
SugarPucks . . . . . . . . . 47
Tatertots Art . . . . . . . 48
TeaRay Art . . . . . . . . . . 49

Artist Booths

The Lonely Box . . . . . . 50
The Monostache . . . . . .51
The New Meme . . . . . . . . 23
VoidBug . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
Yen Pen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54

Vendor Booths
Arda Wigs . . . . . . . . . . V37
Armory Quest . . . . . . V12
Best Anime Shop . . . . V9-11
Cosplay Moo Moo . . . V23-24
D.A.D TOYZ . . . . . . . . . V61
Dragon Alley Jewelry . . V57
Fandlemonium . . . . . . . V44
Foam Brain Games . . . V30-31
Fragmented Nostalgia . . V22
Galaxy Props . . . . . . V51
Gaming Generations . . . V38-41
Geeky Endeavors . . . . . V13-14
HobbyFan.Com . . . . . . . . V2-4
Home Circle Media . . . . . V47
Inimitable Studios LLC . . V17-18
It Starts From Nothing LLC
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V55-56
Itabag Palace . . . . . . . . V50
Lady Godiva Designs . . V45-46
Mireielleart . . . . . . . . . . V5
Neon Culture . . . . . . . . . V21
Otaku Joe . . . . . . . . . . . . . V52-54
Otaku Republic Feat.
Onii-Chan's Hentai Room .V42-43
Pawstar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V6 - 8
Puillustrated . . . . . . . . . V35-36
Purple Plum . . . . . . . . . . . V32-34
Sakura's Blossom . . . . . . V15 -16
Shazami's $#!% . . . . . . . . . . V28-29
Shiny Trinket . . . . . . . . . . . V62
Sorbet Jungle . . . . . . . . . . V19-20
Tasty Peach Studios . . . V58-60
Total Party Kill Games . V48-49
Vonnart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V27
Ww Studios . . . . . . . . . . . . . V25-26
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Art Room

Activities

Hours of Operation
Friday - 4:00 PM - 1:00 AM
Saturday - 8:00 AM - 1:00 AM
Sunday - 9:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Daisho Con is proud to once again present the Art Room. If you are looking for a space
to create or get away from the hustle of the con, Daisho has your back! We will offer our
regular supplies, including crayons, markers, colored pencils, and most importantly paper;
feel free to bring your own supplies into the art room at your own discretion, as you will
be responsible for them. This year we will have two new items: miniature rock gardens and
mess-free calligraphy mats as an extra relaxing activity, as well as scheduled events such
as Bob Ross After Dark, a Henna Artist, and a friendly art competition! As always, Daisho
Con invites you to hang your creations on the wall and contribute to our annual mural.
Attendees are also welcomed to host related meet-ups in the room this year for DeviantArt, art trades, and the like. As always, we ask that everyone keep the content of their
work family friendly so everyone can enjoy the space. Stop by, relax, and show us what
you've got!

Rules:

No wet or messy materials in the room (ex. charcoal, calligraphy ink. Nothing that can
permanently stain.)
1. Do not take supplies out of the room.
2. Return supplies to their original spot/containers when finished with them.
3. No selling your art. Trades are allowed.
4. Keep art PG-13 or below (no full on nudity, graphic violence, etc.)
5. Be respectufl of others. Daisho Con is a safe space that strives to include everyone.
6. No sleep, eating, or storing personal items. Non-alcoholic drinks are allowed.
7. No canoodling, sexy-times, making kissy-face, etc.
8. Playing music is allowed but it should be kept at a respectul volume so as not to
disturb others. We will play soft music as a way to relax.
In general please leave the space as clean and well organized as it was when you
arrived so that everyone can enjoy the art room.
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Action Room
Activities

Hours of Operation
Friday - 5:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Saturday - 10:00 AM - 8:00 PM
9:00 PM - 12:00AM
Sunday - 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM

The Action Room is your go-to place for hitting your friend in medieval foam combat
at Daisho Con this weekend! Stop in and we'll teach you the rules to our foam fighting
room, hand you a sword (or an axe, hammer, quarterstaff, etc.) and get you into the
fight. We have a few tournaments and events that anyone can join. We have a 1v1
tournament, a Quarterstaff Tournament, an Archery Tournament, and our Gentleman's
Bout; just you and one sword against another. This year, we have new additional
weapons to try out and hit people with as well as a new Nerf battle tournament on
Saturday Night! Come on out, bring some friends, make some new ones, and fight! See
you there!

Tournaments/Special Events

* Please sign up before tournaments start*
Friday:
>> 2:00PM - 10:00PM
>> 4:00PM - Quarterstaff Tournament

Saturday:
>> 10:00AM - 4:00PM/9:00PM - 12:00AM
>> 1:00PM - 1v1 Tournament (choices of weapons)
>> 2:00PM - Archery Tournament
>> 9:00pm - 11:00PM - Nerf Battles! **
Sunday:
>> 10:00AM - 2:00PM
>> 1:00PM - 1v1 Single Sword Only Tournament
** Personalized Nerf weapons MUST be approved by Action Room Coordinator! **
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AMV Contest

Activities

Friday 7:00PM -9:00PM - Panel Room 8
AMV's are animated music videos made by splicing clips of different
animated mediums and putting them together. They are then usually added
to music and published for everyone to enjoy! This year we will have the
opportunity to give out 6 awards! Best in Show, 3 Judges Choice, Music Synchronization, and our new special category this year, Kawaii!! Each winner
will be decided before the date of the contest and will only receive their
award if they are in attendance to the contest. The showing of accepted
AMV's and distribution of awards will be done from 7 - 9pm in the Panel
Room 8. Any questions relating to the AMV contest can be sent to amv@
daishocon.con! Hope to see you there!

Daisho Festival
Friday 12:00PM - 3:00PM - Main Programming

Welcome to the Daisho Con Festival! Join us in Main Programming as
we bring games, entertainment, and fun for everyone!
This year our theme is Retro Carinval, bringing you carival games and
inflatables for everyone of all ages to enjoy! Come and visit some of our
artists! Enjoy the music and entertainment on the stage! Wander around and
explore our festival as our premiere event to open the convention weekend!
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TableTop Room
FRI: 4:00PM - 2:00AM
SAT: 10:00AM - 2:00AM
SUN: 10:00AM - 4:00PM

Activities

Hours of Operation

Daisho Con's Tabletop Game Room welcomes all of our 2019 con goers! Located in a new and more expansive lovation within the convention center, the tabletop
game room has more to offer than ever. More space, expanded hours of operation,
and new partnerships. So if you are looking for a place to sit and enjoy some time with
old friends, or to meet new friends, consider the Tabletop Game Room as your top desitination.
DAisho con is happy to welcome back Gnome Games! If you are looking for
a new game to purchase, a tournament to compete in, or a casual rental to relax with,
gnome games has you covered.
Daisho con has partnered with Stevens Point Area Minatures and Brutal Damage Youtube Channel. They are located opposite of Gnome Games within the tabletop Game Room. Several Members will be on hand to help with your minature gaming
needs. So if you would like to learn a game, compete against a veteran, or challenge
a friend in an epic battle of strategy and will, consider meeting with Stevens Point Area
Minatures and Brutal Damage.

Gnome Games Hours

FRIDAY: 4:00PM - 12:00AM
SATURDAY: 10:00AM - 12:00AM
SUNDAY: 10:00AM - 4:00PM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Tabletop Rules:

No alcohol
No open beverages or food.
Be respectful of other players and staff members.
Return borrowed games in their entirety.
No excessive yelling or noises.
Have fun!!
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Video Game Room
Activities

Hours of Operation

FRIDAY: 3:00PM - 3:00AM
SATURDAY: 9:00AM - 4:00AM
SUNDAY: 9:00AM - 3:00PM
We've got the console games, the arcade games, the computer games and
now we've got the Virtal Reality games! If you're looking for a challenge sign up for one
of our tournaments. Open all day, all night, all of con, when you're ready to play some
games, we've got your back!

Video Game Room Rules:

1. NO food in the Video Game Room. Bottles must have caps and
be ON THE GROUND.
2. Rented games and controllers may NOT leave the Video Game
Room.
3. You MUST have a badge to enter the Video Game Room.
4. You MUST prove you are the appropriate age to rent M-rated
games.
5. NO outside games or controllers. (This does not include handhelds, fight-sticks, or special needs controllers.)
6. Do NOT change the settings on any piece of equipment or surf
the web.
7. NO alcohol, drugs, etc. in the Video Game Room.
8. RESPECT other players by limiting your playtime on popular
games.
9. Be careful with the equipment; damage can be cause for removal from the Video Game Room.
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FRIDAY SCHEDULE:

Smash Bros 64 . . . . . . 5:00 PM
League of Legends (PC) . . . 7:00PM
Dragon Ball Fighter z . . . . 8:00PM

Activities

Tournaments
Saturday Schedule

Mario Kart 8 Deluxe . . . . 1:00PM
Overwatch (PC) . . . . . . . . . 2:00PM
Super Smash Bros. Ultimate . . 4:00PM
** 128 player cap **
Dance Dance Revolution . . . . 9:00 PM

Sunday Schedule:

Tekken 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:30AM
Mortal Kombat 11 . . . . . . . . 12:30PM
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Activities

Hallway Cosplay
Contest

Calling all cosplayers! Daisho con is hosting its first ever Hallway Cosplay
Contest! We are proud to present this awesome event with winners on
both Friday and Saturday of the convention weekend. Our main cosplay
contest is huge and intimidating to some so we wanted to do something a
little more lowkey for our fans who are new to cosplay, have store bought
cosplay or have stage fright that prevents them from competing in our main
event. You cannot compete in both the main cosplay contest and the
hallway contest.
Here are the details:
* Sign up for a judging timeslot on Friday from 4pm - 8pm in Cosplay Island
(if there are open slots, you may sign up on Saturday morning but it is first
come, first serve basis).
* There are judging times on Friday and Saturday - you can only sign up
once for one of the two days (even if you have more than one cosplay).
Judging will take place from 7pm - 10pm on Friday and 11am - 2pm on
Saturday in Cosplay Island.
* Cosplays will be judged by accuracy, presentation and effort. Bring your
best look for our cosplay judges!
* Winners will be announced during the main contest intermission! If you
aren't present to receive your prize, it can be picked up in con ops on
Sunday Morning.
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Our Partners
Kalahari Resorts and Convention Center
SmartSource
Andrea Fredrick Studio
Page Mage

Gnome Games
Credits Remaining
Snow Phoenix

CTI
Gaming Generations
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Restaurant Guide
At the Kalahari

> Double Cut $ $ $ $
> Wisconsin Brew Pub $ $ $ $
> Great Karoo Buffet $ $ $ $
> Ivory Coast $ $ $ $
> Sweet Hut $ $ $ $

Near the Kalahari Resort:

> Cracker Barrel $ $ $ $
1295 Wisconsin Dells Pkwy S, Baraboo, WI 53913
> MACS - Macaroni & Cheese Shop $ $ $ $
208 Broadway, Wisconsin Dells, WI 53965
> McDonald's $ $ $ $
2325 Wisconsin Dells Pkwy, Wisconsin Dells, WI 53965
> Buffalo Phil's $ $ $ $
150 Gasser Rd, Lake Delton, WI 53940
> Famous Dave's $ $ $ $
435 Broadway, Wisconsin Dells, WI 53965
> Taco Bell $ $ $ $
321 Wisconsin 13, Wisconsin Dells, WI 53965
> Subway $ $ $ $
421 Wisconsin Dells Pkwy, Wisconsin Dells, WI 53965
> Burger King $ $ $ $
611 N Frontage Rd, Wisconsin Dells, WI 53965
> Noodles and Company $ $ $ $
75 Gasser Rd, Village of Lake Delton, WI 53940
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2019 Staff l/st

Aaron Geistfield
Aaron Lofgren
Abigail W. Galindo Strzyzewski
Adam Thomding
Alexis Hoffman
Alli Cassel
Amanda Stickney
Andrew Gumtow
Andy Johnson
Angelique Gideon
Anthony Pues
Ashley Smith
Autumn Clement
Barry Hardt
Caitlyn Callahan
Caitlyn Wood
Caleb Baeten
Caleb Friemuth
Cassady Dean Wyman
Cassandra Tomac
Cassie Ress
Chelsea “Buttons” Lieser
Chelsea Haberkorn
Chelsea Pierzchalski
Christina Kramer
Christopher Gideon
Claire Jensen
Crystalyn Mish

Dan Stanberry
David Lanser
David Sorin
Dia Yang
DJ Johnson
Drew Frisk
Dylan Meyer
Elizabeth Wilson
Emily Fritz
Erikah Lange
Garrett Cohen
Helena Quevedo
Hunter Pecard
Ivy Deremo
Jacob Matti
Jade Kunda
Jasmine Clement
Jasmine Hoppe
Jason Horning
Jessica Tuszynski
Jetrin Lee
Jonah lelman
Jordan Ashenberg
Julian singkham
Kasey Westby-Hess.
Kit Banker
Lance Aeby
Lauren Stacy
Levi Frazier
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2019 Staff l/st
Marie Ackley
Mason Epperly
Matt Schmidcamp
Mazi Haberkorn
Megan Krause
Michael Paco Reyes
Mirnes Neziric
Nathan Wegner
Nick Krohn
Nolan Garrison
Nyssa McCoy
Patrick Malone
Peter Schaubel
Quenton Gelllin
Rachel Montoya
Rebecca Hansen
Rebecca Wood
Sam Bartch
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Sam Ritter
Sara Hoelzlhammer
Sara Sikora
Sarah Olson
Serena Stewart
Stewart Reed
Tabitha Kostiuk
Tiana Moder
Tristan Anderson
Troy MacDonald
Zacchaeus Creswell

